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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp86591icv;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:11:18 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.54.199 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.54.199
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.54.199 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.54.199])
by 10.15.54.199 with SMTP id t47mr23545922eew.46.1381439478089 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:11:18 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=K5gwkLUqaM5XlOr7+KVd7WTVqmFcNUE/bzAAyzI4ylk=;
b=tSRchUvPEI+VR5idTcv4xpWk7u3f88evbB2s6ENPq2ZBmliFhrj58Z27CQalfVNIIz
XCSMIg9HUDQJDgV/8MHFyu7PN4stt9co4T9hubwsEvL5A8McRXqPex4Z5w0e7F5x8E3r
9jU575sqc+PkAxDFjy7VvKoZG8656+LqdaZP5l16YOEXBbBPtFIQz407pkBa0ua3evfF
IBeFdthPJ8kD/s5TUHWg140ZfsbBV65jeyng4ZQ19mjoBYn6Px2yqQ6eLEwIH6bfHp1m
MKmJiRfV7C2fZ4oohzyH0Fe6QUbUyu1Fx3+Dkt7bagBELSlOFFMOgUlSs8vKTtrr19XF
A8Dg==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.54.199 with SMTP id t47mr23545922eew.46.1381439478061;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:11:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:11:17 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECp+wGa1DqdGNJ8zNwN94zmG3YBVtOGfDojiMNeKHNLk-A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1F6CHexxTNbF7TT7V0RYPCtJRb_2onOSOn2O80UFuWPdQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECp+wGa1DqdGNJ8zNwN94zmG3YBVtOGfDojiMNeKHNLk-A@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 21:11:17 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1F2C3zn+4MBbDKZTDGJn9JLYMzH9DmYTtM=tCTgmUHGLg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Texxxan.com
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Right. Secret reasons. That sounds really credible.
I would like to point out that I was the one outed here. Never once
did I reach out to any media outlet regarding this. For three+ years
I've never made one comment on this topic anywhere. Yet Morgan and
Klein were the ones handing out my personal contact information to
every media outlet on the globe. I got emails and Skypes from (to
mention just a tiny few) CNN, ABC News, NBC, BBC, the Guardian, the NY
Times, the S. China Morning Daily, Sky News, even fucking Dr. Phil
contacted me!
Morgan was the one running around beating the drum on this nonsense.
He was the one getting all those people to contact me. It has been
him from the get-go, not me! He is the one who filed this John Doe
lawsuit against me. Not I. I had nothing to do with it.
I'd been doing this stuff in the background quietly for years. I'm
not some idiot like Nik Richie or Craig Brittain or that moron Hunter
Moore running around wanting to be interviewed and all that crap. I
don't need the headaches.
That should be your proof right there. I have not sought out any
publicity or any of that stuff. Morgan was the one who put my name
out there and gave everyone my email address. But for his actions,
you never would have heard of me or from me.
i just made the Twitter account as a way of dealing with ALL the god
damn interview requests and requests for comments. I get DOZENS upon
DOZENS of emails each day from all over the world. I can't even use
my Skype anymore hardly cuz every time I get on, I get people trying
to add me and message me and pop ups.
James Smith is my real name and this is my personal account that I
have had for years and years. So it has been very disruptive to be
getting all this stuff in my In Box day after day.
Again, but for the actions of John Morgan and his side-kick Philip
Klein you never would have gotten my contact information and none of
these media outlets would have ever known I existed.

Cheers--James Smith
On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> I have my reasons. Not really interested in discussing them with you yet
> because I've been working on more important matters.
>
> If you've got proof otherwise, that would make me question my research thus
> far.
>
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:16:48 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1F2C3zn+4MBbDKZTDGJn9JLYMzH9DmYTtM=tCTgmUHGLg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1F6CHexxTNbF7TT7V0RYPCtJRb_2onOSOn2O80UFuWPdQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECp+wGa1DqdGNJ8zNwN94zmG3YBVtOGfDojiMNeKHNLk-A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1F2C3zn+4MBbDKZTDGJn9JLYMzH9DmYTtM=tCTgmUHGLg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:16:48 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECrmb7uTZetWqx0vKy_J-28odOfs7cTimcrGucXuTSOscA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Texxxan.com
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=90e6ba6137b20cc7bb04e869856f
--90e6ba6137b20cc7bb04e869856f
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Question: how did Morgan and Klein get your personal contact information?
Is it more than just your email address and Skype account?
The proof I'm looking for is something that only a person involved in the
site would have. Login information. Internal emails. Something I can
corroborate with a third party.
Cheers,
ABS
On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> Right. Secret reasons. That sounds really credible.
>
> I would like to point out that I was the one outed here. Never once
> did I reach out to any media outlet regarding this. For three+ years
> I've never made one comment on this topic anywhere. Yet Morgan and
> Klein were the ones handing out my personal contact information to
> every media outlet on the globe. I got emails and Skypes from (to
> mention just a tiny few) CNN, ABC News, NBC, BBC, the Guardian, the NY
> Times, the S. China Morning Daily, Sky News, even fucking Dr. Phil
> contacted me!
>
> Morgan was the one running around beating the drum on this nonsense.
> He was the one getting all those people to contact me. It has been
> him from the get-go, not me! He is the one who filed this John Doe
> lawsuit against me. Not I. I had nothing to do with it.
>
> I'd been doing this stuff in the background quietly for years. I'm
> not some idiot like Nik Richie or Craig Brittain or that moron Hunter
> Moore running around wanting to be interviewed and all that crap. I
> don't need the headaches.
>
> That should be your proof right there. I have not sought out any
> publicity or any of that stuff. Morgan was the one who put my name
> out there and gave everyone my email address. But for his actions,
> you never would have heard of me or from me.
>
> i just made the Twitter account as a way of dealing with ALL the god
> damn interview requests and requests for comments. I get DOZENS upon
> DOZENS of emails each day from all over the world. I can't even use
> my Skype anymore hardly cuz every time I get on, I get people trying
> to add me and message me and pop ups.
>
> James Smith is my real name and this is my personal account that I
> have had for years and years. So it has been very disruptive to be
> getting all this stuff in my In Box day after day.
>
> Again, but for the actions of John Morgan and his side-kick Philip
> Klein you never would have gotten my contact information and none of
> these media outlets would have ever known I existed.
>
>
> Cheers-->
> James Smith
>
> On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com <javascript:;>>
> wrote:
> > I have my reasons. Not really interested in discussing them with you yet
> > because I've been working on more important matters.
>>
> > If you've got proof otherwise, that would make me question my research
> thus
> > far.
>>
> > On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
> >> A hunch based upon what?
> >>
>>
>
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp87420icv;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:24:23 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.5.3 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.5.3
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.5.3 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.5.3])
by 10.14.5.3 with SMTP id 3mr17163660eek.49.1381440260986 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:24:20 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=tsf9egWorkaopaxXRjJ6AFapxKTQXgHVdKVAjmyLrcs=;
b=ZhncH9fEQXnIpzBNvtgpVNH0ACflHzLMgxSwfEo/NiA8B1MObARHC5lnfQUIUIRw3z
dIjNwOwGITWRvD4Kd4T5maFnkfmrqxu5YNZWTMxVemMwPliR4oK1j7F3UDFQ5JugQ2u8
+nmUKICB8ECajYNOIiSdfS8HZvFcjTJ9nPikGfz91U9x6bCJLhEWYFuKmdU518U8JIwk
TXAnVMPfz3NLUsmAeVMXJQyivzUgOrfY9X8SunU5DNiBVxj2Ed/pMox3zLgOUyOwtYB9
nugm7vbQxuB3fbJ8CHhpoRtnoSQVUUTAIzmgyexpMuVmTOdS0Qb18NPRO9uSNhIXr+Ea
ghrg==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.5.3 with SMTP id 3mr17163660eek.49.1381440260982; Thu, 10
Oct 2013 14:24:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:24:20 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 21:24:20 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
As an aside, I am curious as to how it is you know Mr. Morgan and Mr.
Klein. Did you know of them prior to this revenge porn stuff?
Were you aware of the fact that Morgan had his parental rights taken
from him as to his three children on account of him abusing them? I
just found out about that earlier today (for me, last night for you).
Are you aware that both he and Klein have a long history of misconduct
and unethical activities in the Beaumont area legal system?
His ex-wife is an assistant district attorney in Beaumont
named Kathleen Winslow.
Morgan has a history of seeing vast conspiracies against him.
http://www.beaumontenterprise.com/news/article/Port-Arthur-lawyer-sues-judge-state-4558648.php
http://operationkleinwatch.blogspot.ro/2012/04/prk-big-update-and-lawyers-in-love.html

I would assume that someone has internet savvy as you seem to be would
have known about these incidents by now. If I can find this
information out from nearly 8000 miles away from Houston, surely you
could have found this stuff out, too.
So why are you hanging your hat next to a guy who abuses his own
children and who is involved in all kinds of unethical situations?
This guy sold those girls a bill of good and made promises to them he
clearly can't keep.

THE ONLY REASON WHY HE IS DOING THIS IS SO HE CAN GET HIS NAME AND
FACE IN THE NEWSPAPER AND IN MEDIA OUTLETS ALL OVER THE WORLD. NOW
THANKS TO YOU, EVERYONE KNOWS HIM AND HE CAN GET RICH OFF OF THOSE
GIRLS. WHO DO YOU THINK HAS BEEN PAYING FOR HIS FIRST CLASS TICKETS
AND LUXURY HOTEL ROOMS TO CITIES ALL OVER THE WORLD FOR INTERVIEWS??
Prior to his Texxxan lawsuit he was a nothing that nobody outside of
Beaumont had ever heard of. Now, thanks to you and other like you, he
is famous. Yet you accuse me of posing?!?

But I'm the bad guy, eh?

Cheers -James Smith
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp87805icv;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.216.136 as permitted sender) clientip=10.14.216.136
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.216.136 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.216.136])
by 10.14.216.136 with SMTP id g8mr6598582eep.61.1381440690158 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=TeMwfTLDzIxK9JpSOMdkSHFILRrr1qxhR7g8hqTvpVA=;
b=N3ZTe50kGasfITaIXRzPlC0mYdSpaHo8Mq2OE4w0tc1XTylmtJJbBvdLQpjvINbjx0
OhM6miqmhnhlXIhfn5o+0/Qj5ZYNZhaMXfM5i4ZX5OpMnJ+WZMhUUkM0s5am13Sd1RFg
o4Vq9vZ4wwEbh+PiSZAlvjKL3i3lmUkOQr36Z+oljYzB2MS0AlsYorsp9zaJq8uQ4nHb
c+g7jmcrGiIrJ5qJ2qnfl8ZJumkRpeQY7VCB1bI029Kue9i586Rd34ly4mTzAWO0Kj+5
dVVwaHesRwNkhZfKPqh5M2d1EPoO9usskLRE5NZPSwo8sV2A3EdPN+IgRt948MvN4UJF
y4Bw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.216.136 with SMTP id g8mr6598582eep.61.1381440690155;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECrmb7uTZetWqx0vKy_J-28odOfs7cTimcrGucXuTSOscA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1F6CHexxTNbF7TT7V0RYPCtJRb_2onOSOn2O80UFuWPdQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECp+wGa1DqdGNJ8zNwN94zmG3YBVtOGfDojiMNeKHNLk-A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1F2C3zn+4MBbDKZTDGJn9JLYMzH9DmYTtM=tCTgmUHGLg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrmb7uTZetWqx0vKy_J-28odOfs7cTimcrGucXuTSOscA@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 21:31:30 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FUmZ=_=2E1JPd3n3-H8+XLeL1Q9WFLFHyaP15rKQKirg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Texxxan.com
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I don't know how these idiots got my info. As I just mentioned to you
in a email that probably crossed this one, I'd never heard of them
before until the lawsuit was filed and I started getting emails and
such from the media.
But take some time to read the email that I just sent you and that
should give you some food for thought about how all this revenge porn
stuff just got started. Morgan is looking at this as a cash windfall
for him.
Morgan is making his case up out of smoke & mirrors. He has been
trying to use me as a co-conspirator in his worldwide publicity hunt
and PR blitz. He needs someone like me to get on the TV with me so we
can make "compelling television". The news organizations want
conflict and drama and arguments. Without me being there, he's go
nothing. All he's go his himself and Holly and the other girl putting
on fake tears and being all dramatic. He needs me to jazz it up and
to play the role of the heel (to use a WWF term).
Don't you get it? You and those girls and the politicians are all
being used by Morgan and Klein just so they can make money off of this
"revenge porn" crap. But he can't do it without a heel. Thus, he got
me to fill that role.

Cheers--

James Smith
On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> Question: how did Morgan and Klein get your personal contact information?
> Is it more than just your email address and Skype account?
>
> The proof I'm looking for is something that only a person involved in the
> site would have. Login information. Internal emails. Something I can
> corroborate with a third party.
>
> Cheers,
>
> ABS
>
> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> Right. Secret reasons. That sounds really credible.
>>
>> I would like to point out that I was the one outed here. Never once
>> did I reach out to any media outlet regarding this. For three+ years
>> I've never made one comment on this topic anywhere. Yet Morgan and
>> Klein were the ones handing out my personal contact information to
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:40:36 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:40:36 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=20cf3010e7b92b927604e869da04
--20cf3010e7b92b927604e869da04
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I know of them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them until I
started looking into the site.
People are imperfect creatures driven by complicated, sometimes imperfect
motives. But if every person's blemished past were of interest to me, I'd
be researching and writing forever.
But that's neither here nor there. Got any proof that you owned or ran the
site? What was Hunter Taylor's role?
ABS

On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> As an aside, I am curious as to how it is you know Mr. Morgan and Mr.
> Klein. Did you know of them prior to this revenge porn stuff?
>
> Were you aware of the fact that Morgan had his parental rights taken
> from him as to his three children on account of him abusing them? I
> just found out about that earlier today (for me, last night for you).
>
> Are you aware that both he and Klein have a long history of misconduct
> and unethical activities in the Beaumont area legal system?
>
> His ex-wife is an assistant district attorney in Beaumont
> named Kathleen Winslow.
>
> Morgan has a history of seeing vast conspiracies against him.
>
>
> http://www.beaumontenterprise.com/news/article/Port-Arthur-lawyer-sues-judge-state-4558648.php
>
>
> http://operationkleinwatch.blogspot.ro/2012/04/prk-big-update-and-lawyers-in-love.html
>
>
> I would assume that someone has internet savvy as you seem to be would
> have known about these incidents by now. If I can find this
> information out from nearly 8000 miles away from Houston, surely you
> could have found this stuff out, too.
>
> So why are you hanging your hat next to a guy who abuses his own
> children and who is involved in all kinds of unethical situations?
> This guy sold those girls a bill of good and made promises to them he
> clearly can't keep.
>
>
> THE ONLY REASON WHY HE IS DOING THIS IS SO HE CAN GET HIS NAME AND
> FACE IN THE NEWSPAPER AND IN MEDIA OUTLETS ALL OVER THE WORLD. NOW
> THANKS TO YOU, EVERYONE KNOWS HIM AND HE CAN GET RICH OFF OF THOSE
> GIRLS. WHO DO YOU THINK HAS BEEN PAYING FOR HIS FIRST CLASS TICKETS
> AND LUXURY HOTEL ROOMS TO CITIES ALL OVER THE WORLD FOR INTERVIEWS??
>
> Prior to his Texxxan lawsuit he was a nothing that nobody outside of
> Beaumont had ever heard of. Now, thanks to you and other like you, he
> is famous. Yet you accuse me of posing?!?
>
>
> But I'm the bad guy, eh?
>
>
> Cheers ->
> James Smith
>
--20cf3010e7b92b927604e869da04
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I know of=A0them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them until=
I started looking into the site.=A0<div><br></div><div>People are imperfec=
t creatures=A0driven by complicated, sometimes imperfect motives. But if ev=
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp88662icv;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:48:32 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.74.197 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.74.197
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.74.197 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.74.197])
by 10.15.74.197 with SMTP id j45mr23451170eey.40.1381441712074 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:48:32 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=EPAFXAA5apKijFYwYJxapK0IPKcYXkd1+rsW3p+bybY=;
b=MgfpzsPXOHY5/BeKw6AMbsTT+YqCnwi1ZgXaJzWDaykA9e5l5p9SPkHBXWY6gi4J0P
oCaIGmSC/gW7uAneiRUViTRfvidCdGBttOLpZarV5uOY5tswNa8wvLX5pK2Hc+mt942S
2bhRFdHjioAnA8uFKuQ59IbV2woDbK9DSnRf9OuO5FhU2l0sj2T+lZlVZBmcTZmu5Qjh
lPuLiq3FGmQbyNvUgKdcGOdW9a0svEZDeN4xhgAk+0KbNRy2y1j/XyNySacxxorNts1A
ZCTuL36wVsImtGvIuNmVmRwJ0Jd6BDeRMrZ6PeieC5B0hJbJN5Bu0Y94Hb+UgACS3Pl7
vjjw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.74.197 with SMTP id j45mr23451170eey.40.1381441712070;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:48:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 14:48:32 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 21:48:32 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1HcHA5_XS1H-1a1-shb==-vnLvc-4257h3hFUASdYiC9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I am guessing Morgan is the guy you were alluding to when you
mentioned on your Twitter account about the vexatious (sp.?)
litigation in Texas. According to the South East Texas Legal Journal,
Morgan has filed over 900 lawsuits since 1997.
http://setexasrecord.com/news/215699-morgan-suit-against-attorney-latest-act-in-nasty-divorce-proceedings
This article was written before he lost custody of his kids and
started filing lawsuits against the judge in that case.
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp89768icv;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 15:07:17 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.99.72 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.15.99.72
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.99.72 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.99.72])
by 10.15.99.72 with SMTP id bk48mr24108176eeb.22.1381442836400 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 15:07:16 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=CbPTQflMWxZvnb1A8fl9H7tMxx8z/MTnoEQCfIH34YY=;
b=1CY+VC9eJZiDsY+rFl097ZquZm72XDBuKaJVwoyNqB8VAnEdHxIexU6Pc8B6cvhi3+
6myvd1RQKMjoMb6/ISlukF9xMOpPYG8swmyaLYM4lT28X1i4GxFYQsw65tWgVfVOCWXQ
kEMek3OxIiEUCXzehrwjtONBxibn/0pJVBTOFQgA3lbCnFjZB+0qsmk5tPWNHQ3BP+Or
IKwt4LMLMa5OgCj4qf8rdTdLO8eCGAgtN6YHnogKEhZRMTuXBU6N4SDTggd3XJ1mzdFr
5wkgQMxuRBMwXK5YhfHP7FY1YQp3OE8vR64Ka0gmIoOoBJlxqwjX42XGDYfj/7/67cwB
H5sw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.99.72 with SMTP id bk48mr24108176eeb.22.1381442836357;
Thu, 10 Oct 2013 15:07:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Oct 2013 15:07:15 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2013 22:07:15 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=089e016816168a111504e86a39af
--089e016816168a111504e86a39af
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
about midnight here and I got work tomorrow, I'll give you the short
answer. Hunter was a boy who thought my daughter was in love with
him.
For the most part, the site was set up via TOR using pre-paid debit
cards and PGP encryption whenever possible.
When Morgan held his press conference and started hollering FBI this
and FBI that, and when his P.I. Klein started sending me threatening
emails about how he was gonna find me and get me, etc., all that shit
got deleted and over-written ASAP.
But here are some pics that were saved from the site of Holly Toups,
the main cry baby.
On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> I know of them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them until I
> started looking into the site.
>
> People are imperfect creatures driven by complicated, sometimes imperfect
> motives. But if every person's blemished past were of interest to me, I'd
> be researching and writing forever.
>
> But that's neither here nor there. Got any proof that you owned or ran the
> site? What was Hunter Taylor's role?
>
> ABS
>
>
>
> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> As an aside, I am curious as to how it is you know Mr. Morgan and Mr.
>> Klein. Did you know of them prior to this revenge porn stuff?
>>
>> Were you aware of the fact that Morgan had his parental rights taken
>> from him as to his three children on account of him abusing them? I
>> just found out about that earlier today (for me, last night for you).
>>
>> Are you aware that both he and Klein have a long history of misconduct
>> and unethical activities in the Beaumont area legal system?
>>
>> His ex-wife is an assistant district attorney in Beaumont
>> named Kathleen Winslow.
>>
>> Morgan has a history of seeing vast conspiracies against him.
>>
>>
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Mon, 14 Oct 2013 15:31:51 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 14 Oct 2013 15:31:51 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=bcaec5161e45d5dbec04e8bb0818
--bcaec5161e45d5dbec04e8bb0818
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
So your proof that you ran Texxxan is:
1) that the site was set up using TIR and prepaid debit cards, but that was
overwritten quickly when Klein and co. entered the picture; and
2) Pictures watermarked with the Texxxan logo.
Do I have that right? If I do, that's not even remotely proof.
Did you upload the Texxxan photos to myex.com? Do you run that site, too?
On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
> when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
> about midnight here and I got work tomorrow, I'll give you the short
> answer. Hunter was a boy who thought my daughter was in love with
> him.
>
> For the most part, the site was set up via TOR using pre-paid debit
> cards and PGP encryption whenever possible.
>
> When Morgan held his press conference and started hollering FBI this
> and FBI that, and when his P.I. Klein started sending me threatening
> emails about how he was gonna find me and get me, etc., all that shit
> got deleted and over-written ASAP.
>
> But here are some pics that were saved from the site of Holly Toups,
> the main cry baby.
>
> On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com <javascript:;>>
> wrote:
> > I know of them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them
> until I
> > started looking into the site.
>>
> > People are imperfect creatures driven by complicated, sometimes imperfect
> > motives. But if every person's blemished past were of interest to me, I'd
> > be researching and writing forever.
>>
> > But that's neither here nor there. Got any proof that you owned or ran
> the
> > site? What was Hunter Taylor's role?
>>
> > ABS
>>
>>
>>
> > On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
> >> As an aside, I am curious as to how it is you know Mr. Morgan and Mr.
> >> Klein. Did you know of them prior to this revenge porn stuff?
> >>
> >> Were you aware of the fact that Morgan had his parental rights taken
> >> from him as to his three children on account of him abusing them? I
> >> just found out about that earlier today (for me, last night for you).
> >>
> >> Are you aware that both he and Klein have a long history of misconduct
> >> and unethical activities in the Beaumont area legal system?
> >>
> >> His ex-wife is an assistant district attorney in Beaumont
> >> named Kathleen Winslow.
> >>
> >> Morgan has a history of seeing vast conspiracies against him.
> >>
> >>
> >>
> http://www.beaumontenterprise.com/news/article/Port-Arthur-lawyer-sues-judge-state-4558648.php
> >>
> >>
> >>
> http://operationkleinwatch.blogspot.ro/2012/04/prk-big-update-and-lawyers-in-love.html
> >>
> >>
> >> I would assume that someone has internet savvy as you seem to be would
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp60776icv;
Tue, 15 Oct 2013 20:58:41 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.53.132 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.53.132
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.53.132 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.53.132])
by 10.15.53.132 with SMTP id r4mr1029035eew.5.1381895919155 (num_hops = 1);
Tue, 15 Oct 2013 20:58:39 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=GeQRkUzm2Srf9NCBFbOw+g5w7I7Q7nQ79Z2os0IVzSY=;
b=qpyk4hdMYSdFJIC0YM9T4REd3JQ2gQvCDv2iShxQA2C8cEhYpv4WAFcH8P1FnV2TYi
c6mbMDudaZPmN2fa63IxkqT3AmcCa3ItMJJ10PclYJFL3cmMmU67sJw2AGShrKh7bzYd
Euhg9nE76WO9OkRPc/YF6vI/HRapLvnTo96u3b22zRzHoThQwMU3qou5QV7Ou4j/4e6f
VbdcKedl1G4Pjgn7QudBPKM6jklHDBft7/fASbkwXJjtKF6UEh3FyujR2PR9gAMHK2lC
DAhns3PK63RjP6ZDaByEs0Fp80+U/LF/aiP7W5oZYI1KRNwDRAa4Grkasux+Cbf4RHnH
tEVA==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.53.132 with SMTP id r4mr1029035eew.5.1381895919152; Tue,
15 Oct 2013 20:58:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Tue, 15 Oct 2013 20:58:39 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2013 03:58:39 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FyFLVzzac-PPf7PqWemNhhz0=sP24FoD+_yRFPZ+NrUg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c38f1060b0a804e8d3b769
--001a11c38f1060b0a804e8d3b769
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
So what proof would be acceptable to you?

On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 10:31 PM, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
> wrote:
> So your proof that you ran Texxxan is:
> 1) that the site was set up using TIR and prepaid debit cards, but that
> was overwritten quickly when Klein and co. entered the picture; and
> 2) Pictures watermarked with the Texxxan logo.
>
> Do I have that right? If I do, that's not even remotely proof.
>
> Did you upload the Texxxan photos to myex.com? Do you run that site, too?
>
>
> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
>> when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
>> about midnight here and I got work tomorrow, I'll give you the short
>> answer. Hunter was a boy who thought my daughter was in love with
>> him.
>>
>> For the most part, the site was set up via TOR using pre-paid debit
>> cards and PGP encryption whenever possible.
>>
>> When Morgan held his press conference and started hollering FBI this
>> and FBI that, and when his P.I. Klein started sending me threatening
>> emails about how he was gonna find me and get me, etc., all that shit
>> got deleted and over-written ASAP.
>>
>> But here are some pics that were saved from the site of Holly Toups,
>> the main cry baby.
>>
>> On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>> > I know of them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them
>> until I
>> > started looking into the site.
>> >
>> > People are imperfect creatures driven by complicated, sometimes
>> imperfect
>> > motives. But if every person's blemished past were of interest to me,
>> I'd
>> > be researching and writing forever.
>> >
>> > But that's neither here nor there. Got any proof that you owned or ran
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Oct 2013 08:28:48 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1FyFLVzzac-PPf7PqWemNhhz0=sP24FoD+_yRFPZ+NrUg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FyFLVzzac-PPf7PqWemNhhz0=sP24FoD+_yRFPZ+NrUg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2013 08:28:48 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECoROP-5Aje9PH-o43NJqX6UqMWOMJdcPcvMb2WadL6NbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c309828a317a04e8dd5b19
--001a11c309828a317a04e8dd5b19
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
You ignored the question about MyEx.com. Are you saying you run MyEx.com?
As for proof about Texxxan: internal emails, receipts, passwords -something that can be verified by checking with the records retrieved from
GoDaddy.
Another question: did you post as "JohnnySwift" on that Miami New Times
article about Jacobs and Seay? If that was you, hope you used TOR, because
that's not going to go over well.

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 8:58 PM, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>wrote:
> So what proof would be acceptable to you?
>
>
> On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 10:31 PM, Adam Steinbaugh <
> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> So your proof that you ran Texxxan is:
>> 1) that the site was set up using TIR and prepaid debit cards, but that
>> was overwritten quickly when Klein and co. entered the picture; and
>> 2) Pictures watermarked with the Texxxan logo.
>>
>> Do I have that right? If I do, that's not even remotely proof.
>>
>> Did you upload the Texxxan photos to myex.com? Do you run that site, too?
>>
>>
>> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
>>> I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
>>> when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
>>> about midnight here and I got work tomorrow, I'll give you the short
>>> answer. Hunter was a boy who thought my daughter was in love with
>>> him.
>>>
>>> For the most part, the site was set up via TOR using pre-paid debit
>>> cards and PGP encryption whenever possible.
>>>
>>> When Morgan held his press conference and started hollering FBI this
>>> and FBI that, and when his P.I. Klein started sending me threatening
>>> emails about how he was gonna find me and get me, etc., all that shit
>>> got deleted and over-written ASAP.
>>>
>>> But here are some pics that were saved from the site of Holly Toups,
>>> the main cry baby.
>>>
>>> On 10/10/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> > I know of them because of the Texxxan case. Had never heard of them
>>> until I
>>> > started looking into the site.
>>> >
>>> > People are imperfect creatures driven by complicated, sometimes
>>> imperfect
>>> > motives. But if every person's blemished past were of interest to me,
>>> I'd
>>> > be researching and writing forever.
>>> >
>>> > But that's neither here nor there. Got any proof that you owned or ran
>>> the
>>> > site? What was Hunter Taylor's role?
>>> >
>>> > ABS
>>> >
>>> >
>>> >
>>> > On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>> >
>>> >> As an aside, I am curious as to how it is you know Mr. Morgan and Mr.
>>> >> Klein. Did you know of them prior to this revenge porn stuff?
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp137991icv;
Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:20:33 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.32.7 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.15.32.7
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.32.7 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.32.7])
by 10.15.32.7 with SMTP id z7mr76637eeu.78.1381972831520 (num_hops = 1);
Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:20:31 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=6PQVoSvoBL/7+N+jEKodpZz3FGlql+RDndMYjg1x2VA=;
b=A17wAW/JAzmUbRKdaGumKUrukaAaluGyJkPYIW7roQk3IG3hAc/rKlXF43hFpCTKcr
TqmgJFL3ZAq5S2WscbsJoOquXjf2V9vre/90vnE/eWMyKgPJDMUeToY9zdIfNWY1DkKt
D+Hb8t/IAAkOL4MK4VtNYyqWQX6ChKH1iN3JCqbxhSmyjewC5D7awvW/B8PMFNJ6qsIs
OWaPIrZgENonaaVW2sVpfPg/6PMgInpx7ZoOIJP9gGyHpZ0Te6OX/M4TnoN4RapI6K1m
D6/W/Zk6VaLXOAp1WK06Qe2kzD4RC0o+1psjmvPV/b1AZ8FcA4iW6hRuvy6/xHQ0M2om
UcXQ==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.32.7 with SMTP id z7mr76637eeu.78.1381972831514; Wed, 16
Oct 2013 18:20:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:20:31 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECoROP-5Aje9PH-o43NJqX6UqMWOMJdcPcvMb2WadL6NbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FyFLVzzac-PPf7PqWemNhhz0=sP24FoD+_yRFPZ+NrUg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoROP-5Aje9PH-o43NJqX6UqMWOMJdcPcvMb2WadL6NbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2013 01:20:31 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1E8UuxEL44JzGgb76ZhsUYF6yRpYQQs3XSOScq7RvLR4g@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=089e0160d0eab63bcd04e8e59f02
--089e0160d0eab63bcd04e8e59f02
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
No, I didn't post on the Miami New Times article. When I post I use my
name, James (or Jim) Smith. No reason to use a fake name since there are
millions of people named James Smith. Who is to know which post was made
by me or some other James Smith, eh?
You obviously haven't been looking all that hard if you think that comment
was the worst comment made about Jacobs. There are tons more worse posted
elsewhere. Since the other guy in that case was finally able to share his
side of the story A LOT of people have been expressing a lot of hate
towards Jacobs. That New Times of Miami comment is very tame compared to
most of the others. Her whole revenge porn thing was built upon a lie.
And now it is coming back to haunt her.
Plus, don't you find it interesting that she was the "victim" of revenge
porn not once, but twice?! After she broke up with that first dude, she
goes out with a different guy, sends him naked pics & videos, and he also
ends up posting them online (or so she claims). It strains credulity to
think that lightening would strike twice on the same person. Personally, I
think this is all fake and just a big scam by her and Toups and some of the
other girls.
So now Jacobs and Company get free plane tickets to fly all over the U.S.
giving interviews with Dr. Phil, ABC news, Today Show and all the rest.
You don't think there is an incentive there for her to manufacture a
problem where none existed before? Plus, how much money do you think she
is raking in with her little revenge porn non-profit?
She would not be the first victim to be a false, attention seeking victim,
would she, Adam? I would not put it past her to post her own pictures and
such online just to stir things up. Sure, the first post was done by
someone else. But all the rest, and all the other places? And then the
claims of strangers walking up to her at Wal-Mart and such recognizing
her. You buy into that, Adam?
I look at porn all the time and but for someone like Jenna Jameson or that
Back Door Teen Mom girl, I would not recognize any random girl I saw naked
on the interwebs in a real life situation. The world is a BIG place.
Myex.com is "run" by 3 or 4 like minded people. I am not the one in charge
of it. The domain has been around for a while now and passed around / sold
to other people as people would go on to other things, lose interest, or
try something new out. This current iteration is something new and I have
skillz and pics to offer, so we had a meeting of the minds. Whether you
believe it or not is immaterial. With Texxxan the admin password was
widely shared towards the end by my daughter with her friends and some
friends of friends. That is why the site got so stupid in that last month
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or two. Its not like I don't have a real job or other things to do with my
life. So that boy, Hunter, (who thinks my daughter was in love with him)
decided to be the face of Texxxan with some stupid ideas on how to make it
"better" that i had no clue of until way afterwards.
You know in the end the lawsuit is going to be resolved in his favor. Now
that more people are learning who attorney John Morgan really is and what
he is all about (him being a serial child abuser and that Operation
Kleinwatch website, and his frivolous litigation), but now that more people
are learning about who that guy really is, media outlets and politicians
just aren't paying him any attention.
The case is set for submission to the court of appeals on November 5th.
The fact that the court denied the request for oral argument is telling.
GoDaddy is a billion dollar company. Morgan is a small town ham & egg
attorney. Stranger things have happened. But since the law is decades old
and well-settled, the outcome seems pretty obvious.
Plus, now that the other side's story is finally getting out, the pendulum
of public opinion is starting to shift away from those girls. Especially
when they run around comparing revenge porn to rape. That really hurts
their case. One person posted something pretty insightful saying that,
"being embarrassed is not rape and is a disgusting comparison that hurts
real rape victims" (or something to that effect).

Cheers-James Smith

ps
I know form your emails that you have been communicating with Toups,
Morgan, Klein, and those others. So please do not expect me to help you
help them. I have been in significant communication with Aaron McKown and
Denise Gremillion over the past nine months. Denise has been given the
information she needs to pull Hunter's nuts out of the fire when she feels
the time is right.

On Wed, Oct 16, 2013 at 3:28 PM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> You ignored the question about MyEx.com. Are you saying you run MyEx.com?
>
> As for proof about Texxxan: internal emails, receipts, passwords -> something that can be verified by checking with the records retrieved from
> GoDaddy.
>
> Another question: did you post as "JohnnySwift" on that Miami New Times
> article about Jacobs and Seay? If that was you, hope you used TOR, because
> that's not going to go over well.
>
>
>
> On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 8:58 PM, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>wrote:
>
>> So what proof would be acceptable to you?
>>
>>
>> On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 10:31 PM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> So your proof that you ran Texxxan is:
>>> 1) that the site was set up using TIR and prepaid debit cards, but that
>>> was overwritten quickly when Klein and co. entered the picture; and
>>> 2) Pictures watermarked with the Texxxan logo.
>>>
>>> Do I have that right? If I do, that's not even remotely proof.
>>>
>>> Did you upload the Texxxan photos to myex.com? Do you run that site,
>>> too?
>>>
>>>
>>> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
>>>> when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
>>>> about midnight here and I got work tomorrow, I'll give you the short
>>>> answer. Hunter was a boy who thought my daughter was in love with
>>>> him.
>>>>
>>>> For the most part, the site was set up via TOR using pre-paid debit
>>>> cards and PGP encryption whenever possible.
>>>>
>>>> When Morgan held his press conference and started hollering FBI this
>>>> and FBI that, and when his P.I. Klein started sending me threatening
>>>> emails about how he was gonna find me and get me, etc., all that shit
>>>> got deleted and over-written ASAP.
>>>>
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp138431icv;
Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:31:28 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.5.3 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.5.3
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.5.3 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.5.3])
by 10.14.5.3 with SMTP id 3mr9112930eek.49.1381973488014 (num_hops = 1);
Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:31:28 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=+nW4KG2C5GT/b8BHICY5kQqu0hFL4a9MmZ3EoSDR3Qg=;
b=eCzRnDZbK8wr4KWt6jO0JbSPLY5N5vst+jRiu2dPIAMCPLykJ4Kso3DnykQwW50Kbm
o02eXXjuCgV9VV7PD3mcobxQZbaAzPIpKlpk5oNenk2hrcyxiQATT/7AmnWS+0D1PAV5
57sFgJUzCfANmV252jGegTNemJx6DSw+wuGb7LxqiR5cNPBiHoNIpDtpOB6ugr13rsrS
feoN4K23itla24ySyDp7WIRsZAJeKATrODHGwjDDGKjuBTAzsy++DDfOtwfIj9QrxSPj
zjshq3y/8x1hdpKBFwy54EG89qDXjZDRWkWiLReh/PVhRM1eI2efnNGVouNOwOOmoS4f
lZvQ==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.5.3 with SMTP id 3mr9112930eek.49.1381973488009; Wed, 16
Oct 2013 18:31:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.106.136 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Oct 2013 18:31:27 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECoROP-5Aje9PH-o43NJqX6UqMWOMJdcPcvMb2WadL6NbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1GBFah8=ujDOuYiSGknaF0N7sOhVFADkmi15VOH3Ljy9w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoBu2bUNNErJyPvq_Q=4pU3G=h7h=xToOsX9vHvJhAXCw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1HB1Vmoe-eJKK_=XJz_emDARSE8Rxfr4biYKBuVMGof-g@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqm6fN=+x6w96qcXwSxSwoJ5reZtJu_RO293xsVPiXh6A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FyFLVzzac-PPf7PqWemNhhz0=sP24FoD+_yRFPZ+NrUg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoROP-5Aje9PH-o43NJqX6UqMWOMJdcPcvMb2WadL6NbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2013 01:31:27 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FDach9dB7R-oYVaMnOmRZZx1B0zdTxdN4P+UuF8Sg6oA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=047d7b6d918cd787cb04e8e5c608
--047d7b6d918cd787cb04e8e5c608
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
My bad. it wasn't Holly who get hit twice by this. It was the other girl
in her group, Rebekah Wells.
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2013/05/30/cop-sued-over-revenge-porn-by-woman-he-met-working-a-similar-case/
Same difference, though, since both them girls are apart of the same
anti-revenge porn group.

On Wed, Oct 16, 2013 at 3:28 PM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> You ignored the question about MyEx.com. Are you saying you run MyEx.com?
>
> As for proof about Texxxan: internal emails, receipts, passwords -> something that can be verified by checking with the records retrieved from
> GoDaddy.
>
> Another question: did you post as "JohnnySwift" on that Miami New Times
> article about Jacobs and Seay? If that was you, hope you used TOR, because
> that's not going to go over well.
>
>
>
> On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 8:58 PM, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>wrote:
>
>> So what proof would be acceptable to you?
>>
>>
>> On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 10:31 PM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> So your proof that you ran Texxxan is:
>>> 1) that the site was set up using TIR and prepaid debit cards, but that
>>> was overwritten quickly when Klein and co. entered the picture; and
>>> 2) Pictures watermarked with the Texxxan logo.
>>>
>>> Do I have that right? If I do, that's not even remotely proof.
>>>
>>> Did you upload the Texxxan photos to myex.com? Do you run that site,
>>> too?
>>>
>>>
>>> On Thursday, October 10, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> I wrote a long fucking response to this message here but I lost it
>>>> when i clicked the wrong button and deleted it by accident. Since its
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp84672icv;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 00:23:50 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.47.11 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.47.11
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.47.11 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.47.11])
by 10.14.47.11 with SMTP id s11mr710483eeb.104.1382081028839 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 00:23:48 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=KafNqgkDUTH6rDsBh3K20eU3VnV0p5zPReFsV7x2tLw=;
b=YXFFcI6QAR2pbviz17sfIMeI9BJCl+7YzaZVMW70/IdhEnwdG5O8DK2jG7Z9AMvi7h
kyzTmL70qhGayAAIC/tFmGDCIWZzQHuU5m+VDhoummZm0eh9h8wZaylaUY20zXyh8cL7
OYwKShx2sbUeaBNImhhi8dGnIjsB1AptqmBvKgEvkVemFWxj4/7155LLpqESOV40s1i+
5VvRPK4+RcTASlx0eHAEv75zOhMEkBc6mRiz1V7OVXzVaKBkaugYiJAjjHypDEpyJImo
ZtY2e8wZLrvCfyDIybtEzskx35yme3ZqD6i2pd+kYdNHTx+1kQrdDTb+IAnN5fTlkfLn
/ptw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.47.11 with SMTP id s11mr710483eeb.104.1382081028836; Fri,
18 Oct 2013 00:23:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 00:23:48 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2013 07:23:48 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1F7jueHco3en6iucv4ySJy+NuMjdvYodQXF7C4RBKWQpQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
So if I am not in Namibia, then where am I?
I am, obviously, an American, born in the U.S.A. and all that. But so
what? Americans are allowed to move elsewhere and take jobs overseas.
This isn't Russia!
So where am I then?
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp149712icv;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:45:21 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.103.69 as permitted sender) clientip=10.14.103.69
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.103.69 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.103.69])
by 10.14.103.69 with SMTP id e45mr8101270eeg.51.1382150719296 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:45:19 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=xBAxMt59V5GUDEUmpoqKG+zozjFmazGqEwH2SmeQ9wE=;
b=iJeUrR+b0BnEPaxC0sqzdhmSTwifJxsNxunhi53UTDbqzXymsjlR+mbg1C0aSq1FvH
+d26EHz9Q9cTV+z2IEScRtBBa3qi8lH7F9VfYrEczlcK1h9rmcgEXhch00FyfC0VFGBa
UqTFbjfatKlGg7ZKQhOjw+OjRP5iaa/lx6oQ9Cxe8a7OOTXCdz7c17O/T/meq7qCmcgl
A3e5zwGyL8FCfGFwt3z+0jnff0odZGGuM4J30RherVXou2HGXaPagWbofsUdUOVW3Hdg
MQIskZFQfIZxMC4klkJF16IBS+WdcFUd6WLlFq1nm4yoqd/YSzQxgIYm6PNS5t9DQafE
b+kw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.103.69 with SMTP id e45mr8101270eeg.51.1382150719292;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:45:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:45:19 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 02:45:19 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c25ee6a649ed04e90f0af7
--001a11c25ee6a649ed04e90f0af7
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC in
Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in Aug
- Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending my
money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
Cheers-James Smith
--001a11c25ee6a649ed04e90f0af7
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div>So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?<br=
><br>You think you&#39;re smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other=
ABC in Australia?=A0 Because they all interviewed me live over the phone b=
ack in Aug - Sept.=A0 They all had to call me cuz I&#39;ll be god damned if=
I&#39;m spending my money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or=
more.=A0 You think they don&#39;t know what the 264 country code goes to?<=
br>
<br></div>Cheers--<br><br></div>James Smith<br></div>
--001a11c25ee6a649ed04e90f0af7--
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:49:01 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:49:01 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a113305d2e78a0c04e90f17d2
--001a113305d2e78a0c04e90f17d2
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you wouldn't be
honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with you.
Lose this email address.
On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>
> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC in
> Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in Aug
> - Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending my
> money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
> they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
>
> Cheers->
> James Smith
>
--001a113305d2e78a0c04e90f17d2
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true,=A0you wouldn&#3=
9;t be honest. So no point in going down that road. I&#39;m bored with you.=
=A0<div><br></div><div>Lose this email address.=A0<span></span><br><br>On F=
riday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:<br>
<blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 .8ex;border-left:1p=
x #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex"><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div>So smart guy, whe=
re am I then if not Namibia?<br><br>You think you&#39;re smarter than ABC N=
ews, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC in Australia?=A0 Because they all inter=
viewed me live over the phone back in Aug - Sept.=A0 They all had to call m=
e cuz I&#39;ll be god damned if I&#39;m spending my money sitting on an ove=
rseas call for sixty minutes or more.=A0 You think they don&#39;t know what=
the 264 country code goes to?<br>
<br></div>Cheers--<br><br></div>James Smith<br></div>
</blockquote></div>
--001a113305d2e78a0c04e90f17d2--
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp150231icv;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:59:02 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.122.8 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.122.8
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.122.8 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.122.8])
by 10.14.122.8 with SMTP id s8mr50436eeh.106.1382151541551 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:59:01 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=vDirx1Lg1VYcv9LrVZjZ42F6/zgq9pDDzy1m1WqPD8A=;
b=HP0+j86kx2KoQFgORTaziFzsdIi8pmG0JlQfTVLm+xGR/L/hCWPhU8CBKTSwKuzz9j
0M9VpcK74bSS1k1M/JvoYBzTZE0A9d69IrOEUGq+eLv44agSU1rGATA38Pqr75dRjQBp
WsOjpil7QE0vnl4bQeCXzf/o6BAY6QMaGv8hI83WvBh6j+uLVRGt8rhj6HJr5PI7KgVS
CpPLTUIU3CWG5q9WZrOI4SUm09zz8TLAS22KckKx744gLzc6KNIrK8BudPc1/5GYmRR3
JCuhHjZHRqY7g/e0AuKZPZOg0xuOmxVAvCslN3Jtbbtq8ax4r9iCYqI0YdP6MO7ug0qG
jDHg==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.122.8 with SMTP id s8mr50436eeh.106.1382151541547; Fri,
18 Oct 2013 19:59:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 19:59:01 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 02:59:01 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c2910ca8e77c04e90f3b8b
--001a11c2910ca8e77c04e90f3b8b
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense. So
tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you wouldn't
> be honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with you.
>
> Lose this email address.
>
>
> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>>
>> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC in
>> Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in Aug
>> - Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending my
>> money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
>> they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
>>
>> Cheers->>
>> James Smith
>>
>
--001a11c2910ca8e77c04e90f3b8b
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<div dir=3D"ltr">Right.=A0 The &quot;I have secret information but can&#39;=
t tell you&quot; defense.=A0 So tell me what you think you know.=A0 Why do =
you assume that I would not be honest with you just because I am involved i=
n a Revenge Porn site?=A0 That just means that I am a mean person, not nece=
ssarily a dishonest one.<br>
</div><div class=3D"gmail_extra"><br><br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Sat,=
Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <span dir=3D"ltr">&lt;<a href=3D"=
mailto:adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com" target=3D"_blank">adam.steinbaugh@gmail.c=
om</a>&gt;</span> wrote:<br>
<blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 .8ex;border-left:1p=
x #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex">Even if I told you what I knew, and even wer=
e it 100% true,=A0you wouldn&#39;t be honest. So no point in going down tha=
t road. I&#39;m bored with you.=A0<div>
<br></div><div>Lose this email address.=A0<div><div class=3D"h5"><span></sp=
an><br><br>On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:<br>

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fdc8bcaaf9&view=om&th=141cea6d2471c1f0
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp150545icv;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:06:26 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.99.129 as permitted sender) clientip=10.14.99.129
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.99.129 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.99.129])
by 10.14.99.129 with SMTP id x1mr493743eef.91.1382151986302 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:06:26 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=WA9rB62xrOEoR8PERNMNA734D1NMmuzWZ/AAr7rU32k=;
b=sI0xVWFET8yLQ6poaLr2WvWNYDyKGi42m5rrBny5pQGGbcyKy2whhHhsvceYcC870/
2h4BO3Okb3v5xI3VrGRvTbPNJM4pS8QncvwjWxZkzaYCU3XS/+4KcclVL0Zm/p8XbPfN
ppzwp9RwDMbfglVxKxTWTmTHkAD7ytDA1FK6/fA8lpKqwkRGOrnnhiuZGrEsh1SzE3hN
pvh0RB3WxBHRHfzu9orSXOaEztIJcEA0IUntBSPd6pHsFlXy2K7BQP9p1iTOT7UTQdYv
vMrFG6gBaQjy0gNwtZ9CoLFf/ySD3TUaNu7etpSAedPwiFZ1TpIrg6u55kovHEe/mJGH
ek+w==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.99.129 with SMTP id x1mr493743eef.91.1382151986298; Fri,
18 Oct 2013 20:06:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:06:26 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 03:06:26 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1EQt6SW=iJwuMeG=5tx14RvdrBiHuJkUL4Jb-GvLrnsAw@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c36cda2b438204e90f56e9
--001a11c36cda2b438204e90f56e9
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
so who am I then?

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> Because you're not involved in a revenge porn site.
>
> Lose this email address.
>
> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense. So
>> tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
>> honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
>> just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.
>>
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you wouldn't
>>> be honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with you.
>>>
>>> Lose this email address.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>>>>
>>>> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC
>>>> in Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in
>>>> Aug - Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending
>>>> my money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
>>>> they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
>>>>
>>>> Cheers->>>>
>>>> James Smith
>>>>
>>>
>>
--001a11c36cda2b438204e90f56e9
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fdc8bcaaf9&view=om&th=141cead9d295a7d5
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp150692icv;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:10:05 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.90.132 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.90.132
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.90.132 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.90.132])
by 10.15.90.132 with SMTP id q4mr442772eez.98.1382152204676 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:10:04 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=WCDugez+O8+/za9vkpRJfbbswjBjxHbhUtwFVrJHwxY=;
b=kKVJljkB3WL9tbPDIdaC6L8EUBIcK0xxTqp1z5vqyqFihe95qjQCT5O+QLo6Xpk/xf
0nKI/lu8kzRyUUnBApQLg1/q9wuewOi89YAVvpcn5CnZQ1nah+l90WKFIc1HZSPMiGog
AfLouctfDD9EfQCPFWSi5VmxpJBTYPRT8iIn4+n/AEUMk1H7FduUkV2Vc/BIMhfRJzCv
G05SdKRDMSaf4SoWaB9gY58/E1n+VJ6yu3/CI3+LU2aE/XOLOglh+mEyI4vVTqW4K42B
SBJ47LEfSh+1lDhEHPLPc+wc+xteVQET3nFpEvzamXWYXfnvNufq01TCdZNbzD32r76G
9t/A==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.90.132 with SMTP id q4mr442772eez.98.1382152204672; Fri,
18 Oct 2013 20:10:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:10:04 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 03:10:04 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1EXx9TPMB9k=97_Umcwz6QZvVtHMgK0_6ETMQBuHSH-RA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=089e0163359a2f65a004e90f63f2
--089e0163359a2f65a004e90f63f2
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
you act like you would be giving something up by saying what you know.
telling me what you think isn't going to change what you think. you are
going to think it regardless.

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> Because you're not involved in a revenge porn site.
>
> Lose this email address.
>
> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense. So
>> tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
>> honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
>> just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.
>>
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you wouldn't
>>> be honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with you.
>>>
>>> Lose this email address.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>>>>
>>>> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC
>>>> in Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in
>>>> Aug - Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending
>>>> my money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
>>>> they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
>>>>
>>>> Cheers->>>>
>>>> James Smith
>>>>
>>>
>>
--089e0163359a2f65a004e90f63f2

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fdc8bcaaf9&view=om&th=141ceb0f19482d80
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:12:47 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1EXx9TPMB9k=97_Umcwz6QZvVtHMgK0_6ETMQBuHSH-RA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1EXx9TPMB9k=97_Umcwz6QZvVtHMgK0_6ETMQBuHSH-RA@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:12:47 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECoCqwHZLsdpagJyGrjkTnHsH9pfgHnO6iOTrXa8gs9_bA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=90e6ba3fcf8feb34f604e90f6cc9
--90e6ba3fcf8feb34f604e90f6cc9
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I would, in fact, be giving something up. What that is, you can figure out.
If you ever feel like coming clean, then you can email me. You've pulled
some pretty impressive stunts. But until then, scram.
On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> you act like you would be giving something up by saying what you know.
> telling me what you think isn't going to change what you think. you are
> going to think it regardless.
>
>
> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com <javascript:_e({}, 'cvml',
> 'adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com');>> wrote:
>
>> Because you're not involved in a revenge porn site.
>>
>> Lose this email address.
>>
>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
>>> Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense. So
>>> tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
>>> honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
>>> just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you
>>>> wouldn't be honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with
>>>> you.
>>>>
>>>> Lose this email address.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>>
>>>>> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>>>>>
>>>>> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other ABC
>>>>> in Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back in
>>>>> Aug - Sept. They all had to call me cuz I'll be god damned if I'm spending
>>>>> my money sitting on an overseas call for sixty minutes or more. You think
>>>>> they don't know what the 264 country code goes to?
>>>>>
>>>>> Cheers->>>>>
>>>>> James Smith
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>
--90e6ba3fcf8feb34f604e90f6cc9
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I would, in fact, be giving something up. What that is, you can figure out.=
=A0<div><br></div><div><span></span>If you ever feel like coming clean, the=
n you can email me. You&#39;ve pulled some pretty impressive stunts. But un=
til then, scram.=A0<br>
<br>On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:<br><blockquote class=
=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 .8ex;border-left:1px #ccc solid;padd=
ing-left:1ex"><div dir=3D"ltr">you act like you would be giving something u=
p by saying what you know.=A0 telling me what you think isn&#39;t going to =
change what you think. you are going to think it regardless.<br>
</div><div class=3D"gmail_extra">
<br><br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam St=
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with SMTP id ay6csp89443wjb;
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:27:09 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.172.7 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.172.7
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.172.7 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.172.7])
by 10.14.172.7 with SMTP id s7mr49921eel.109.1382153228493 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:27:08 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=vkRw9r/qk8HaHOG8ERRyoSzMv0gWWuWvXka7vNLJJ3M=;
b=fOInBJNmM5GIx949wVYlbdlJUfPzDm3eAFghZQe8YlM1auW2stwa3i/ZUm4j3ZBRo3
GHV9myZv6AcgmQyY+0786LfBK8EkcrfV3HwWfOTBU2Y1JCes2rnChCQA1A3BsQg7ehPx
8/ln0C07SWofJGuriN1aU2heShIqgt3B+WjxXNCc8E52Ts0it2/oFUmB6TckLj+PXvdv
frGJGKks6yROTlcQRYsulK7Apsgu7GsCBlb35wm9xphYxzGufW+BdPnNiNxMAQgPG1pn
00+WzjHOcx/aWYKbdY+R9GYOQWEpOw0VxbBntAFazM0n5N/kby6PUfeGIEryTI96EP5t
vpdw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.172.7 with SMTP id s7mr49921eel.109.1382153228490; Fri,
18 Oct 2013 20:27:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Oct 2013 20:27:08 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECoCqwHZLsdpagJyGrjkTnHsH9pfgHnO6iOTrXa8gs9_bA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1EXx9TPMB9k=97_Umcwz6QZvVtHMgK0_6ETMQBuHSH-RA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoCqwHZLsdpagJyGrjkTnHsH9pfgHnO6iOTrXa8gs9_bA@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 03:27:08 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FycnKMGxuPjPmK10WBkbc2pTD9=COfCwur44m_teCcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a11c39814359a6004e90fa004
--001a11c39814359a6004e90fa004
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Whatever. I guess you know more than ABC news, CNN and all the rest of
them guys. If they thought I was so fake, then why did they take the time
and money to interview me? You don't think they did their due diligence
before picking up the phone and putting me on the air? Yeah, maybe one
could have got faked out. But not all of them. I've been contacted by
multiple dozens of news organizations over the past nine months. MULTIPLE
DOZENS.
Plus, you think I am the only person to be arguing against all these stupid
revenge porn laws? Just on your twitter alone you got arguments going on
with people from all over the U.S., including that crazy dude from Arizona
who says he's gonna sue you and run for governor!
You're claim to secret knowledge is just a bogus debate tool

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:12 AM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> I would, in fact, be giving something up. What that is, you can figure
> out.
>
> If you ever feel like coming clean, then you can email me. You've pulled
> some pretty impressive stunts. But until then, scram.
>
>
> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> you act like you would be giving something up by saying what you know.
>> telling me what you think isn't going to change what you think. you are
>> going to think it regardless.
>>
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> Because you're not involved in a revenge porn site.
>>>
>>> Lose this email address.
>>>
>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense. So
>>>> tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
>>>> honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
>>>> just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Sat, 19 Oct 2013 01:59:34 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1FycnKMGxuPjPmK10WBkbc2pTD9=COfCwur44m_teCcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1FwVfEgRvJ_0f=13Zt5GmBbBwt8MjD=JMEj6bkw8oU29A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrWC8nMWJpNc+TFQHpWdD8hFCUfynaQ1TGRu=XFughg8A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GmiGCWv_SdyKAWxq0kK4wrgx16xCKnAjz5fKqPMtpf8w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrx151nKLm2gm_PC3R-5UAk3fthoXGwOM0hEewyk_4iiQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1EXx9TPMB9k=97_Umcwz6QZvVtHMgK0_6ETMQBuHSH-RA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECoCqwHZLsdpagJyGrjkTnHsH9pfgHnO6iOTrXa8gs9_bA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FycnKMGxuPjPmK10WBkbc2pTD9=COfCwur44m_teCcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 01:59:34 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECoty9pf64BeM76DgWd_3Jo4GLwKSU9KN-ZXTkxVAoi_ZA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=90e6ba3fd2c512b21104e91445f5
--90e6ba3fd2c512b21104e91445f5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
This is one of the funnier emails I've received. Now go away.
On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> Whatever. I guess you know more than ABC news, CNN and all the rest of
> them guys. If they thought I was so fake, then why did they take the time
> and money to interview me? You don't think they did their due diligence
> before picking up the phone and putting me on the air? Yeah, maybe one
> could have got faked out. But not all of them. I've been contacted by
> multiple dozens of news organizations over the past nine months. MULTIPLE
> DOZENS.
>
> Plus, you think I am the only person to be arguing against all these
> stupid revenge porn laws? Just on your twitter alone you got arguments
> going on with people from all over the U.S., including that crazy dude from
> Arizona who says he's gonna sue you and run for governor!
>
> You're claim to secret knowledge is just a bogus debate tool
>
>
> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:12 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com <javascript:_e({}, 'cvml',
> 'adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com');>> wrote:
>
>> I would, in fact, be giving something up. What that is, you can figure
>> out.
>>
>> If you ever feel like coming clean, then you can email me. You've pulled
>> some pretty impressive stunts. But until then, scram.
>>
>>
>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
>>> you act like you would be giving something up by saying what you know.
>>> telling me what you think isn't going to change what you think. you are
>>> going to think it regardless.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 3:00 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Because you're not involved in a revenge porn site.
>>>>
>>>> Lose this email address.
>>>>
>>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>>
>>>>> Right. The "I have secret information but can't tell you" defense.
>>>>> So tell me what you think you know. Why do you assume that I would not be
>>>>> honest with you just because I am involved in a Revenge Porn site? That
>>>>> just means that I am a mean person, not necessarily a dishonest one.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 2:49 AM, Adam Steinbaugh <
>>>>> adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>> Even if I told you what I knew, and even were it 100% true, you
>>>>>> wouldn't be honest. So no point in going down that road. I'm bored with
>>>>>> you.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Lose this email address.
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> On Friday, October 18, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> So smart guy, where am I then if not Namibia?
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> You think you're smarter than ABC News, CNN, BBC, ITN or the other
>>>>>>> ABC in Australia? Because they all interviewed me live over the phone back
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp70639icv;
Sun, 20 Oct 2013 04:44:46 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.67.131 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.67.131
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.67.131 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.67.131])
by 10.15.67.131 with SMTP id u3mr15798045eex.34.1382269485301 (num_hops = 1);
Sun, 20 Oct 2013 04:44:45 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=IiI0DH4QGzZpwjCH0fXm/s6P1jFrnJoe7MbjEw504h0=;
b=RBTb04KwcCu0EXpeqS9DVhNgRydIye9GOPZY2C8hmKmBL4bAr87vRXbZKbX738zWEF
iDAr0eahM7XhojcM2v7n8hwaLdm1gxW1oVG8vO23dOSttX83XkufwbWQRUmAeSHxj6+d
IyN/L5QviFAU+3k+AgWqvCiW2ncOobIVY8f2FAErtiY6rV5+ItUIAVfv9S1tzvB/NSl5
gUmK22Zy5Tlfja030BXcGQoCn4Zg8HlJnSA8pC2lXWSXn5YsGdTUd9qfPzDblF5M+DGW
u3bynaxzR6uEDAOEz7gmJqfkl6mAKStScPNRkSItvYcY6a63BfrDAlHZsGrHAcJkioLe
R7YA==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.67.131 with SMTP id u3mr15798045eex.34.1382269485298;
Sun, 20 Oct 2013 04:44:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Sun, 20 Oct 2013 04:44:45 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2013 11:44:45 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1H7n3gYu_zed1t=sFz-MCD1vp8=S3me3Osa_34MPAUwKw@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: texxxan lawsuit
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
You can sit and laugh and call me a loser and troll and whatever else
you want to. But the fact remains is that you are the one who is
supporting and assisting a man who is a serial child abuser (John
Morgan) and another man who is pretty much a fraud (Philip Klein).
Both of whom have a history of extremely frivolous litigation and very
poor ethics. (Question: If you were looking to hire a lawyer to
represent you in a revenge porn lawsuit (or any lawsuit, for that
matter), would he be your first choice?)
I have read many of your blog postings and you seem pretty insightful
and intelligent. So you know damn well that the only reason why
Morgan brought this Texxxan lawsuit was just so he could get his face
on TV. You know that he made promises to those girls he simply cannot
keep.
GoDaddy is a billion dollar company that hosts like 50 million
websites. There is no way in hell that they can police that for
inappropriate content. If they were to allow a heckler's veto over
what kind of sites can exist or not exist, they'd go out of business.
So unless the site is selling child porn, drugs, or Mexican hit men
for rent, what do expect them to do?
Ask yourself this: Is Hollie Toups' and the other girls' lives better
now than it was ten months ago before this lawsuit nonsense started?
Morgan could have sat there quietly and had GoDaddy close the site and
make it all go away without holding press conferences all over the
place. Texxxan clearly violated their TOS, so our shut down by
GoDaddy was a given. No lawsuit was necessary to accomplish it.
GoDaddy doesn't want to have that kind of business anyways.
No one would have ever heard of Marianna Taschinger, Hollie Toups,
Kelly Hinson and the rest of them girls but for the bad faith actions
of John Morgan and Philip Klein. Now for the rest of their lives they
will be associated with this 'revenge' porn bullshit.
You've read the same stuff on Mark Bennett's blog that I have, as well
as everyone else of note who has commented on this case. It's
complete BS. The only reason why it was filed is so Morgan can make
money and notoriety off of the backs of these girls. He and Hollie
Toups have been flying all across the U.S. for interviews and talk
shows. He is the center of a national moral panic and I'll bet his
phone has been ringing off the hook. Before January, he was some
small town jerk of an aattorney facing multiple state bar ethics
complaints and a host of angry ex-clients and a grand jury
investigation (which he still is, FYI).
Again, if you were looking to hire a lawyer and PI for a revenge porn
matter, would you have hired Morgan & Klein?
Call me a loser, troll or whatever. But you are the one who is
assisting / enabling this serial child abusing retard of a lawyer with
this bogus lawsuit!
Instead of doing a hit piece on me or the Texxxan.com website, how
about one on Morgan and how he has turned this into a money making
scheme for himself and Klein? Or would that be too much like work?
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Cheers-James Smith
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Sun, 20 Oct 2013 12:27:33 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1H7n3gYu_zed1t=sFz-MCD1vp8=S3me3Osa_34MPAUwKw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1H7n3gYu_zed1t=sFz-MCD1vp8=S3me3Osa_34MPAUwKw@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2013 12:27:33 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECoQhsZ1ogz1vfWmnsruRq--guvCn0PBEhM7xNgiMMo5-A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: texxxan lawsuit
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=20cf3010e843ca366a04e9312801
--20cf3010e843ca366a04e9312801
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Seriously. Lose my email address.
On Sunday, October 20, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> You can sit and laugh and call me a loser and troll and whatever else
> you want to. But the fact remains is that you are the one who is
> supporting and assisting a man who is a serial child abuser (John
> Morgan) and another man who is pretty much a fraud (Philip Klein).
> Both of whom have a history of extremely frivolous litigation and very
> poor ethics. (Question: If you were looking to hire a lawyer to
> represent you in a revenge porn lawsuit (or any lawsuit, for that
> matter), would he be your first choice?)
>
> I have read many of your blog postings and you seem pretty insightful
> and intelligent. So you know damn well that the only reason why
> Morgan brought this Texxxan lawsuit was just so he could get his face
> on TV. You know that he made promises to those girls he simply cannot
> keep.
>
> GoDaddy is a billion dollar company that hosts like 50 million
> websites. There is no way in hell that they can police that for
> inappropriate content. If they were to allow a heckler's veto over
> what kind of sites can exist or not exist, they'd go out of business.
> So unless the site is selling child porn, drugs, or Mexican hit men
> for rent, what do expect them to do?
>
> Ask yourself this: Is Hollie Toups' and the other girls' lives better
> now than it was ten months ago before this lawsuit nonsense started?
> Morgan could have sat there quietly and had GoDaddy close the site and
> make it all go away without holding press conferences all over the
> place. Texxxan clearly violated their TOS, so our shut down by
> GoDaddy was a given. No lawsuit was necessary to accomplish it.
> GoDaddy doesn't want to have that kind of business anyways.
>
> No one would have ever heard of Marianna Taschinger, Hollie Toups,
> Kelly Hinson and the rest of them girls but for the bad faith actions
> of John Morgan and Philip Klein. Now for the rest of their lives they
> will be associated with this 'revenge' porn bullshit.
>
> You've read the same stuff on Mark Bennett's blog that I have, as well
> as everyone else of note who has commented on this case. It's
> complete BS. The only reason why it was filed is so Morgan can make
> money and notoriety off of the backs of these girls. He and Hollie
> Toups have been flying all across the U.S. for interviews and talk
> shows. He is the center of a national moral panic and I'll bet his
> phone has been ringing off the hook. Before January, he was some
> small town jerk of an aattorney facing multiple state bar ethics
> complaints and a host of angry ex-clients and a grand jury
> investigation (which he still is, FYI).
>
> Again, if you were looking to hire a lawyer and PI for a revenge porn
> matter, would you have hired Morgan & Klein?
>
> Call me a loser, troll or whatever. But you are the one who is
> assisting / enabling this serial child abusing retard of a lawyer with
> this bogus lawsuit!
>
> Instead of doing a hit piece on me or the Texxxan.com website, how
> about one on Morgan and how he has turned this into a money making
> scheme for himself and Klein? Or would that be too much like work?
>
>
> Cheers->
> James Smith
>
--20cf3010e843ca366a04e9312801
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Seriously. Lose my email address.=A0<span></span><br><br>On Sunday, October=
20, 2013, James Smith wrote:<br><blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=
=3D"margin:0 0 0 .8ex;border-left:1px #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex">You can =
sit and laugh and call me a loser and troll and whatever else<br>
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp341890icv;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 00:52:11 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.45.70 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.45.70
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.45.70 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.45.70])
by 10.14.45.70 with SMTP id o46mr1418085eeb.19.1382601130461 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 00:52:10 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=e+YZxXnbB/gSz1a/089v7s3iAB7QePSTiiyZVl0oawo=;
b=zVjKTmZCjWx9kGQOtFNWT3F03HSn3yE/Z+VlW8me/o47ALIgUQdq7C1Fj15/9dUtSV
YuR2bgRUHMLbIk6R2M+tqegazMhvv13cAGctC5wfq/vHd6ISDR2TKYl1ldFbd1s1aB1G
1/SyZ3IvnrSRabkWrEIGZashwuRYH5rNKPVFCnPjAlyrHxk9JqSmNc3tU8Ad78J58GKO
ZaF8+8jXAV/9mQdL67wSamPF3FX4+b2OI//Wd8G1gS3BqXFg7yVYsecAy7d1ge5drpc5
itl4/RBJqW8Q7NXcBJ0lUg89qPGou73lFjffaSJ5mlSuLzXqbWqzsElP9pXglSGM8P5o
8N+g==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.45.70 with SMTP id o46mr1418085eeb.19.1382601130458; Thu,
24 Oct 2013 00:52:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 00:52:10 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 07:52:10 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Think twice, funny guy, about what you post. You are reachable, your
whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose. I am not the guy
who posted a comment on your site on a months old thread about
Brittain. Taking investigative tips from Klein & Morgan will only
cause you personal problems that you don't need.
You always seem quick to shoot your mouth off and make snap judgments
and comments on topics that later turn out to be wrong. Sometimes it
is best to leave certain things unsaid, especially when you cannot be
110% certain in your theories. Klein, Morgan, and the rest don't
care. If you screw up, its not their ass on the line. They are 1000s
of miles away from you and they are already settled in their careers /
lives. You are just trying to start yours. They will let you take
the heat and sit on the sidelines laughing.
In their rush to grab headlines for themselves they have thrown around
a lot of accusations that turned out not to be true, and its gotten a
lot of people pissed off.
To quote Heisenberg, "if you don't know who I am, then maybe your best
course would be to tread lightly." There are many levels of meaning
to that statement. I suggest you take it to heart, Adam.

Cheers-James Smith
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 10:06:04 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 10:06:04 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=20cf301cc1d02811c004e97fa6de
--20cf301cc1d02811c004e97fa6de
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I know it wasn't you who posted that. I never said it was, unless you think
that I'm about to write about you. Maybe later, but not now.
"You are reachable, your
whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose."
What, exactly, do you mean by this? Because that, and your Heisenberg
quite, I take to be a threat. Please correct me if I'm wrong in that
assumption.
ABS
On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> Think twice, funny guy, about what you post. You are reachable, your
> whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose. I am not the guy
> who posted a comment on your site on a months old thread about
> Brittain. Taking investigative tips from Klein & Morgan will only
> cause you personal problems that you don't need.
>
> You always seem quick to shoot your mouth off and make snap judgments
> and comments on topics that later turn out to be wrong. Sometimes it
> is best to leave certain things unsaid, especially when you cannot be
> 110% certain in your theories. Klein, Morgan, and the rest don't
> care. If you screw up, its not their ass on the line. They are 1000s
> of miles away from you and they are already settled in their careers /
> lives. You are just trying to start yours. They will let you take
> the heat and sit on the sidelines laughing.
>
> In their rush to grab headlines for themselves they have thrown around
> a lot of accusations that turned out not to be true, and its gotten a
> lot of people pissed off.
>
> To quote Heisenberg, "if you don't know who I am, then maybe your best
> course would be to tread lightly." There are many levels of meaning
> to that statement. I suggest you take it to heart, Adam.
>
>
> Cheers->
> James Smith
>
--20cf301cc1d02811c004e97fa6de
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
I know it wasn&#39;t you who posted that. I never said it was, unless you t=
hink that I&#39;m about to write about you. Maybe later, but not now.=A0<di=
v><br></div><div>&quot;<font><span style=3D"background-color:rgba(255,255,2=
55,0)">You are reachable, your<br>
whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose.&quot;</span></font></di=
v><div><font><span style><br></span></font></div><div><font><span style=3D"=
background-color:rgba(255,255,255,0)"></span><span style>What, exactly, do =
you mean by this? Because that, and your Heisenberg quite, I take to be a t=
hreat. Please correct me if I&#39;m wrong in that assumption.=A0</span></fo=
nt></div>
<div><font><span style><br></span></font></div><div><font><span style>ABS<s=
pan></span><br></span></font><br>On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith=
wrote:<br><blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 .8ex;bo=
rder-left:1px #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex">
Think twice, funny guy, about what you post. =A0You are reachable, your<br>
whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose. =A0I am not the guy<br>
who posted a comment on your site on a months old thread about<br>
Brittain. =A0Taking investigative tips from Klein &amp; Morgan will only<br=
>
cause you personal problems that you don&#39;t need.<br>
<br>
You always seem quick to shoot your mouth off and make snap judgments<br>
and comments on topics that later turn out to be wrong. =A0Sometimes it<br>
is best to leave certain things unsaid, especially when you cannot be<br>
110% certain in your theories. =A0Klein, Morgan, and the rest don&#39;t<br>
care. =A0If you screw up, its not their ass on the line. =A0They are 1000s<=
br>
of miles away from you and they are already settled in their careers /<br>
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with SMTP id ay6csp382498wjb;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:15:54 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.100.198 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.100.198
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.100.198 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.100.198])
by 10.15.100.198 with SMTP id bn46mr4396319eeb.11.1382656554173 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:15:54 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=1lpzRZPEd6Rf/7yWm+9Oi2VIy1nLZenvYYz5vMd3Tgo=;
b=W3xsdGM3nEuzI/yk4k3g1W/HhBGy28ze2rNWHCi1HFri8EjdfFiBqYKj/5hXP7z58S
ZSwM/nHEYcrnj4WO8SpXax8IvgTRYUxRumsEQ8tCFydLXGqhAaYpESqXfojz37gVqguR
d41ZQCMt87y1vY3pdLyIzOUjgBQ2VMp55ywP9G8T/hHJgHUht1PDtfxVpCNrzy3oK43O
BTSoSvQH8bOSviRti2nu+dFEGCi4rA5N7dJfMY+/e2m8NppdGReU76lubkQi5fkl6D4W
avGwkcLh/kdcg1O8a15XjKiOkPZYGb/t+5THUPt/Xm0OxI7aCxqzKYGwfEOebNqXkUaM
mUXw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.100.198 with SMTP id bn46mr4396319eeb.11.1382656554169;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:15:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:15:54 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 23:15:54 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
now these girls are suffering for it. And then you have these other
girls who are purposefully turning themselves into professional
victims, running around crying about how their life was totally ruined
cuz some random people might have seen their tits. But now they need
money so they start a bogus non-profit and they solicit donations and
get free plane tickets all over the place.
The WHOLE reason why I got involved in this to begin with, agreeing to
all the TV and news interviews, was to show the hypocrisy of their
position and to show the world that their answer to Free Speech was
the suppression of speech. I also have consistently pointed out that
the only person responsible for them being in their predicaments was
themselves! Sending random guys naked photos is NEVER a good idea especially in this day & age where nude pics on the internet is such a
well known phenomenon, and that no one should be surprised or upset
when it happens to them because it's happened to everyone else before
them.
That is why I got involved in all the interviews and public speaking
about this. I don't give a shit about the Texxxan site. All that
shit has pretty much gotten reposted elsewhere within weeks of the
site being closed down. And their lawsuit doesn't scare me one bit
'cause it's got no legs. Its about these man hating fema-nazis who
wanna be professional victims. Just pretend for a moment that we live
in a Bizarro World and somehow GoDaddy loses. What would be the
consequences for the interwebs then do you think, Adam? (Here's an
idea, how about doing an article about that and you try to envision
what the fallout would be cuz such a decision would not only affect
revenge porn, but any other disagreeable website (such as yours!
lol).)
As far as your "assumptions" are concerned, I don't know what you have
been assuming. You've been wrong about so many of your assumptions
before, so why stop now? Cherry picking words out of context cannot
some how magically warp the author's intent into something it isn't.
And, of course, there is the fact that the term "threat" is very vague
and ambiguous. There can be economic threats, physical threats,
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financial threats, legal threats, reputation threats, family threats,
professional threats, health threats, conditional threats,
unconditional threats - all kinds of threats. We live in a crazy
world filed with all kinds of predictable and unpredictable events.
As I sit here getting ready for bed at around 01.15 I am watching on
my Sat TV about yet another mass shooting in the U.S. at a military
facility. With regards to the Heisenberg quote, I take it to heart in
my dealings with people. I get LOTS of hate mail. I mostly ignore
it. But sometimes I am tempted to react and start writing something
nasty or stupid back. But then I remember Heisenberg.
See, I don't know who the other person is on the other side of the
email. He could be a very violent and impulsive person who owns
several guns and isn't afraid to use them, and who could careless
about consequences. He might be hearing voices or otherwise off his
meds. Or he could be some random stereotypical basement dweller who
is totally harmless, and who takes out his rage on his keyboard.
But I don't know.
Just because the angry guy can't get at me personally (because I live
very far away and there is no paper trail leading to me, just to dead
ends or fake IPs / fake persons), doesn't mean he isn't going to take
it out on someone else he can get to who could be completely innocent.
So I tread lightly.
Didn't that Hunter Moore guy get stabbed in his home driveway by an
angry / crazy person not to long ago?
And you are even more known than Hunter. You live a very open life
with your home address and work / family information displayed to all
the world (or otherwise easily found). If someone wants to sue you,
they can get to you. And if someone off their meds starts hearing
voices, same thing. Because I don't know which person I could be
dealing with, I tread lightly. But that's just me. You can be
however you want to.
Now Im off to bed cuz I gots to work for The Man come mornin' time!

Cheers-James Smith

p.s.
If you want to do a hit piece, you should do one on how it came to be that
a serial child abusing lawyer (who believes there is a vast conspiracy
against him
and Klein) got to be the face of the anti-revenge porn crowd.
And why these man-hating feminists are willing to give him such a pass when
it comes to this. (similar to Alec Baldwin and all his anti-gay
remarks, yet the
Hollywood liberals and GLADD crowd still love him).

On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> I know it wasn't you who posted that. I never said it was, unless you think
> that I'm about to write about you. Maybe later, but not now.
>
> "You are reachable, your
> whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose."
>
> What, exactly, do you mean by this? Because that, and your Heisenberg
> quite, I take to be a threat. Please correct me if I'm wrong in that
> assumption.
>
> ABS
>
> On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> Think twice, funny guy, about what you post. You are reachable, your
>> whereabouts known, and you have a lot more to lose. I am not the guy
>> who posted a comment on your site on a months old thread about
>> Brittain. Taking investigative tips from Klein & Morgan will only
>> cause you personal problems that you don't need.
>>
>> You always seem quick to shoot your mouth off and make snap judgments
>> and comments on topics that later turn out to be wrong. Sometimes it
>> is best to leave certain things unsaid, especially when you cannot be
>> 110% certain in your theories. Klein, Morgan, and the rest don't
>> care. If you screw up, its not their ass on the line. They are 1000s
>> of miles away from you and they are already settled in their careers /
>> lives. You are just trying to start yours. They will let you take
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:28:32 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 16:28:32 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=047d7bdc87e0f037e804e984fde6
--047d7bdc87e0f037e804e984fde6
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some mysterious
person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the balls
to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
again.
On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
>
> You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
> You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
> grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
> cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
> thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
> some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
> posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
> personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
> did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
> leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
> now these girls are suffering for it. And then you have these other
> girls who are purposefully turning themselves into professional
> victims, running around crying about how their life was totally ruined
> cuz some random people might have seen their tits. But now they need
> money so they start a bogus non-profit and they solicit donations and
> get free plane tickets all over the place.
>
> The WHOLE reason why I got involved in this to begin with, agreeing to
> all the TV and news interviews, was to show the hypocrisy of their
> position and to show the world that their answer to Free Speech was
> the suppression of speech. I also have consistently pointed out that
> the only person responsible for them being in their predicaments was
> themselves! Sending random guys naked photos is NEVER a good idea > especially in this day & age where nude pics on the internet is such a
> well known phenomenon, and that no one should be surprised or upset
> when it happens to them because it's happened to everyone else before
> them.
>
> That is why I got involved in all the interviews and public speaking
> about this. I don't give a shit about the Texxxan site. All that
> shit has pretty much gotten reposted elsewhere within weeks of the
> site being closed down. And their lawsuit doesn't scare me one bit
> 'cause it's got no legs. Its about these man hating fema-nazis who
> wanna be professional victims. Just pretend for a moment that we live
> in a Bizarro World and somehow GoDaddy loses. What would be the
> consequences for the interwebs then do you think, Adam? (Here's an
> idea, how about doing an article about that and you try to envision
> what the fallout would be cuz such a decision would not only affect
> revenge porn, but any other disagreeable website (such as yours!
> lol).)
>
> As far as your "assumptions" are concerned, I don't know what you have
> been assuming. You've been wrong about so many of your assumptions
> before, so why stop now? Cherry picking words out of context cannot
> some how magically warp the author's intent into something it isn't.
> And, of course, there is the fact that the term "threat" is very vague
> and ambiguous. There can be economic threats, physical threats,
> financial threats, legal threats, reputation threats, family threats,
> professional threats, health threats, conditional threats,
> unconditional threats - all kinds of threats. We live in a crazy
> world filed with all kinds of predictable and unpredictable events.
>
> As I sit here getting ready for bed at around 01.15 I am watching on
> my Sat TV about yet another mass shooting in the U.S. at a military
> facility. With regards to the Heisenberg quote, I take it to heart in
> my dealings with people. I get LOTS of hate mail. I mostly ignore
> it. But sometimes I am tempted to react and start writing something
> nasty or stupid back. But then I remember Heisenberg.
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with SMTP id ay6csp384977wjb;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:11:43 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.94.71 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.94.71
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.94.71 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.94.71])
by 10.14.94.71 with SMTP id m47mr489904eef.122.1382659903229 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:11:43 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=pQZO8qRghHRSAw3FlM+aVVd6LlZXok30LYNOVf/sQG0=;
b=gULtE6VbYm4Ol4RNWzZFEL5HwmCfjM1cMEeRgTvPhR6zE6ruQylY5HgwN7hrYtluI9
fwJELUdg0MJ1ALoNN8e0NUxatckg4fXHSfo2XJcA5r1izgmhk5TxneElCPg7wDcEDJtc
sqUaZ0TF4yBf0NVqh0TzkhsD+hAzPLW5y1BpTL83WPCVenl2zbVo9aH0uJidaAqdG7Hn
BFCb8qZgzXaQpeKkvrhzP1L5N/gj5UoJevUUGygPi+oyaz7mTEtye8P1yXiHZkBGiTYS
5lFlXXAopgwh2vBr/ZbtiMtNLlhc7la8+ni0jkrfjkpNg0y0BsjaGsnlvJd7Lb0sk8HZ
2ogQ==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.94.71 with SMTP id m47mr489904eef.122.1382659903224; Thu,
24 Oct 2013 17:11:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:11:43 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2013 00:11:43 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I never said anything about doing you some physical harm. I have no
intentions of harming you. Of course, you can believe or disbelieve
that if you want. But I don't know what is going on inside your head
or what conclusions you chose to jump to.
On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some mysterious
> person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
> something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the balls
> to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
>
> You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
> again.
>
> On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
>> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
>> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
>> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
>>
>> You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
>> You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
>> grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
>> cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
>> thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
>> some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
>> posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
>> personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
>> did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
>> leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
>> now these girls are suffering for it. And then you have these other
>> girls who are purposefully turning themselves into professional
>> victims, running around crying about how their life was totally ruined
>> cuz some random people might have seen their tits. But now they need
>> money so they start a bogus non-profit and they solicit donations and
>> get free plane tickets all over the place.
>>
>> The WHOLE reason why I got involved in this to begin with, agreeing to
>> all the TV and news interviews, was to show the hypocrisy of their
>> position and to show the world that their answer to Free Speech was
>> the suppression of speech. I also have consistently pointed out that
>> the only person responsible for them being in their predicaments was
>> themselves! Sending random guys naked photos is NEVER a good idea >> especially in this day & age where nude pics on the internet is such a
>> well known phenomenon, and that no one should be surprised or upset
>> when it happens to them because it's happened to everyone else before
>> them.
>>
>> That is why I got involved in all the interviews and public speaking
>> about this. I don't give a shit about the Texxxan site. All that
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:13:53 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:13:53 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECqeCxi8mUiWtq4ak=3EF_WNgU5OEEE-nXQwYvH6x1DNyA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=047d7bfd06b82392b404e985a067
--047d7bfd06b82392b404e985a067
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Glad to hear. Now go away.
On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> I never said anything about doing you some physical harm. I have no
> intentions of harming you. Of course, you can believe or disbelieve
> that if you want. But I don't know what is going on inside your head
> or what conclusions you chose to jump to.
>
> On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> > You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some mysterious
> > person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
> > something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the
> balls
> > to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
>>
> > You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
> > again.
>>
> > On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
> >> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
> >> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
> >> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
> >> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
> >>
> >> You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
> >> You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
> >> grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
> >> cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
> >> thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
> >> some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
> >> posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
> >> personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
> >> did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
> >> leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
> >> now these girls are suffering for it. And then you have these other
> >> girls who are purposefully turning themselves into professional
> >> victims, running around crying about how their life was totally ruined
> >> cuz some random people might have seen their tits. But now they need
> >> money so they start a bogus non-profit and they solicit donations and
> >> get free plane tickets all over the place.
> >>
> >> The WHOLE reason why I got involved in this to begin with, agreeing to
> >> all the TV and news interviews, was to show the hypocrisy of their
> >> position and to show the world that their answer to Free Speech was
> >> the suppression of speech. I also have consistently pointed out that
> >> the only person responsible for them being in their predicaments was
> >> themselves! Sending random guys naked photos is NEVER a good idea > >> especially in this day & age where nude pics on the internet is such a
> >> well known phenomenon, and that no one should be surprised or upset
> >> when it happens to them because it's happened to everyone else before
> >> them.
> >>
> >> That is why I got involved in all the interviews and public speaking
> >> about this. I don't give a shit about the Texxxan site. All that
> >> shit has pretty much gotten reposted elsewhere within weeks of the
> >> site being closed down. And their lawsuit doesn't scare me one bit
> >> 'cause it's got no legs. Its about these man hating fema-nazis who
> >> wanna be professional victims. Just pretend for a moment that we live
> >> in a Bizarro World and somehow GoDaddy loses. What would be the
> >> consequences for the interwebs then do you think, Adam? (Here's an
> >> idea, how about doing an article about that and you try to envision
> >> what the fallout would be cuz such a decision would not only affect
> >> revenge porn, but any other disagreeable website (such as yours!
> >> lol).)
> >>
> >> As far as your "assumptions" are concerned, I don't know what you have
> >> been assuming. You've been wrong about so many of your assumptions
> >> before, so why stop now? Cherry picking words out of context cannot
> >> some how magically warp the author's intent into something it isn't.
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with SMTP id ay6csp385542wjb;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:26:08 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.41.131 as permitted sender) clientip=10.15.41.131
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.41.131 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.41.131])
by 10.15.41.131 with SMTP id s3mr535685eev.116.1382660768671 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:26:08 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=KDXUeN3gjAeS6xjCWvnTCDiaHqPCXLSUFbSVNXX5apo=;
b=J408Y3rSNWmFfCsRYDhaqYx8iSB+KRH/jjtqd+ApN3cQyv3nO/jCTAHx+3bWFlQ1Rv
K24pXU5nx6EETls4SjXw6X+AKDsh/K56r78FREVxLcCUymbQW2Qby1ypYkdzNVT7FR5c
hJdQ8L9h32Na7W6wek9Udg0N1RUH99g8EluxLIn0jJCqv+Xjhac5MiQ+QvhBNUd1oxws
xyW/IHCjX3cBWQ/DFaiaEyuoETGO0QF0nMOAlpLEE/+skUdORLjrZoylh10P7qZWdnWK
DVV/6GQam0Z5GVHcxQawgfXG5MNW+58xdtuiZ/aEV2UJAfSawexnYYOgWfaubCSoWGYA
Ql7A==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.41.131 with SMTP id s3mr535685eev.116.1382660768667; Thu,
24 Oct 2013 17:26:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:26:08 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2013 00:26:08 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FZBsmU+yfX7rtUdTeZOFVA7WwqYDB-6h8y_iZ-=Wm-vA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
And why would you think that i would want to cause you personal harm?
As a perfect case in point, and what I meant but I guess you didn't
see, is that I see your "arguments" going on with Chance Trahan. The
guy obviously has a screw loose. He also professes to owning a bunch
of guns, is a racist, and expresses thoughts about unpredictable
violence. Yet you keep throwing rocks at the dude and doing other
other things to aggravate the situation like your personal attacks
against people involved in all this revenge porn nonsense.
You don't know anything about this guy or whats going on in his life
or what thoughts are in his head. From a quick Google maps check, it
looks like he lives about five hours from Tempe-Phoenix to your exact
front door. So here are are, pissing off a lunatic racist gun owner
who lives a few hours from your home. In what world do you live in
where that is a good idea? Seriously, dude.
On 10/25/13, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com> wrote:
> I never said anything about doing you some physical harm. I have no
> intentions of harming you. Of course, you can believe or disbelieve
> that if you want. But I don't know what is going on inside your head
> or what conclusions you chose to jump to.
>
> On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>> You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some mysterious
>> person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
>> something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the
>> balls
>> to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
>>
>> You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
>> again.
>>
>> On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>
>>> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
>>> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
>>> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
>>> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
>>>
>>> You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
>>> You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
>>> grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
>>> cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
>>> thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
>>> some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
>>> posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
>>> personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
>>> did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
>>> leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with SMTP id ay6csp385623wjb;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:28:19 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.103.133 as permitted sender) clientip=10.14.103.133
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.103.133 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.103.133])
by 10.14.103.133 with SMTP id f5mr4709751eeg.48.1382660898609 (num_hops = 1);
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:28:18 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=CdhxeNQ/jIy72IoQ9hvG6+k/4q7tHI1mt6/SfucNg6A=;
b=k9AN3omMZSD6rzE5jRnrZjEwb14ymxN/5BHEreD1APuO39HhLvsNrRH2YG6Flu9GWy
1YgUPCkpMgeB9RUIL8aw8TxnqUKTXDgEjw9Vfb1VLwoLdYIcuapF9ta2e6zgEZ/DNcTW
kAcKopp89BaTY4xmKcfi5adl8L1g1fxFSL64EWs0kbU0YgVIOIfh6Q1PVJmqYx5P0Y8q
5CxAphA7mNtVLP2mKqxrDEnLQb4H7BBrxDFIhX6nU3hKK2k9gimY89yguWgthzpnWbbi
S/ITl91VgrOKuoS/JlpmMeKPOHALQwYM0S9U2Zefzn4EOe5S6tx+4q06RYOeOkZLMSe2
CWKw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.103.133 with SMTP id f5mr4709751eeg.48.1382660898605;
Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:28:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:28:18 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1FZBsmU+yfX7rtUdTeZOFVA7WwqYDB-6h8y_iZ-=Wm-vA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FZBsmU+yfX7rtUdTeZOFVA7WwqYDB-6h8y_iZ-=Wm-vA@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2013 00:28:18 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1FA82w3FMmyjxHby8CXV6nRN+jC1dwTj1giNF7F8UYHLw@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Yeah, i do want to go to bed. But now you got me into a twitter
argument and I can't gets to sleeps!! lol Which I guess goes to show
that maybe I'm one of those people who should be on their meds or
something, eh?

On 10/25/13, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com> wrote:
> And why would you think that i would want to cause you personal harm?
> As a perfect case in point, and what I meant but I guess you didn't
> see, is that I see your "arguments" going on with Chance Trahan. The
> guy obviously has a screw loose. He also professes to owning a bunch
> of guns, is a racist, and expresses thoughts about unpredictable
> violence. Yet you keep throwing rocks at the dude and doing other
> other things to aggravate the situation like your personal attacks
> against people involved in all this revenge porn nonsense.
>
> You don't know anything about this guy or whats going on in his life
> or what thoughts are in his head. From a quick Google maps check, it
> looks like he lives about five hours from Tempe-Phoenix to your exact
> front door. So here are are, pissing off a lunatic racist gun owner
> who lives a few hours from your home. In what world do you live in
> where that is a good idea? Seriously, dude.
>
> On 10/25/13, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com> wrote:
>> I never said anything about doing you some physical harm. I have no
>> intentions of harming you. Of course, you can believe or disbelieve
>> that if you want. But I don't know what is going on inside your head
>> or what conclusions you chose to jump to.
>>
>> On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some
>>> mysterious
>>> person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
>>> something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the
>>> balls
>>> to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
>>>
>>> You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
>>> again.
>>>
>>> On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>>>
>>>> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
>>>> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
>>>> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
>>>> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
>>>>
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.194.87.134 with HTTP; Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:32:13 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1FZBsmU+yfX7rtUdTeZOFVA7WwqYDB-6h8y_iZ-=Wm-vA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EDtK3MUtKWd3_vJf-N1f5QKq2qnNX-nziLUgugcJCXzQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECrG_CLyXFebRzf7GKGydiZNRNtfU8dyoFa3JqN1C7zXEg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1GV2mGm2cDyG1H=kdtF_1MKeFonYuZFW+9y-rKM-JwQDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqEmN7ij8YXqHZ9GrP1bnGxiQawj-9SP8TKk1xGbgCf7A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1H0je+Eyko1GbYSe=dzDpzT0=z-a9ZEOoJ3SLQEn2N1Gg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHDNP1FZBsmU+yfX7rtUdTeZOFVA7WwqYDB-6h8y_iZ-=Wm-vA@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 17:32:13 -0700
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECqdcjQF2ZD6BXe8T+x1-XuPPDYnd_WmeWTYjL0e2Ak=1A@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=089e0122e700af109b04e985e1e5
--089e0122e700af109b04e985e1e5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I'm glad you care about my physical wellbeing enough to raise this specter
as a preemption to my writing about you. And that you cared enough to find
my exact address to show how much you care.
Seriously, get fucked. Stop writing to me.
On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> And why would you think that i would want to cause you personal harm?
> As a perfect case in point, and what I meant but I guess you didn't
> see, is that I see your "arguments" going on with Chance Trahan. The
> guy obviously has a screw loose. He also professes to owning a bunch
> of guns, is a racist, and expresses thoughts about unpredictable
> violence. Yet you keep throwing rocks at the dude and doing other
> other things to aggravate the situation like your personal attacks
> against people involved in all this revenge porn nonsense.
>
> You don't know anything about this guy or whats going on in his life
> or what thoughts are in his head. From a quick Google maps check, it
> looks like he lives about five hours from Tempe-Phoenix to your exact
> front door. So here are are, pissing off a lunatic racist gun owner
> who lives a few hours from your home. In what world do you live in
> where that is a good idea? Seriously, dude.
>
> On 10/25/13, James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com> wrote:
> > I never said anything about doing you some physical harm. I have no
> > intentions of harming you. Of course, you can believe or disbelieve
> > that if you want. But I don't know what is going on inside your head
> > or what conclusions you chose to jump to.
>>
> > On 10/24/13, Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com> wrote:
> >> You're leaving in the air the implied threat that you (or some
> mysterious
> >> person) is going to do me physical harm because I speak out about
> >> something. You know that was the implication, but you do to have the
> >> balls
> >> to come out and say it nor the integrity to disclaim it.
> >>
> >> You're no free speech advocate. Go fuck yourself and don't contact me
> >> again.
> >>
> >> On Thursday, October 24, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> >>
> >>> I apologize then. I don't have anything to do with Is Any One Up or
> >>> Down or whatever the fuck they go by now, or that idiot Hunter Moore
> >>> or that other idiot in Arizona who wants to run for governor and be a
> >>> revenge porn king, but I thought you were accusing me.
> >>>
> >>> You sit there and you treat this whole subject as some kind of joke.
> >>> You line yourself up next to a serial child abusing, headline
> >>> grabbing, ethically "challenged" (to say the least) lawyer and his
> >>> cretin PI side-kick. You are who you associate with. This whole
> >>> thing started when John Morgan decided to horribly take advantage of
> >>> some girls who didn't know any better. What their boyfriends did by
> >>> posting their pictures was mean. It's not something that I would
> >>> personally do, but I can understand why they did it. But what Morgan
> >>> did is unconscionable. He knew going into this that he didn't have a
> >>> leg to stand on in court. He did it for his benefit, not theirs. And
> >>> now these girls are suffering for it. And then you have these other
> >>> girls who are purposefully turning themselves into professional
> >>> victims, running around crying about how their life was totally ruined
> >>> cuz some random people might have seen their tits. But now they need
> >>> money so they start a bogus non-profit and they solicit donations and
> >>> get free plane tickets all over the place.
> >>>
> >>> The WHOLE reason why I got involved in this to begin with, agreeing to
> >>> all the TV and news interviews, was to show the hypocrisy of their
> >>> position and to show the world that their answer to Free Speech was
> >>> the suppression of speech. I also have consistently pointed out that
> >>> the only person responsible for them being in their predicaments was
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.194.48.16 with SMTP id h16csp64549wjn;
Fri, 15 Nov 2013 22:29:05 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.54.69 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.15.54.69
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.15.54.69 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.15.54.69])
by 10.15.54.69 with SMTP id s45mr6347878eew.37.1384583344484 (num_hops = 1);
Fri, 15 Nov 2013 22:29:04 -0800 (PST)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=uggtRSpvAbfH7ufrRKl3S5PfdJC0z6syCL2Dov1V6rk=;
b=hmcJVhYjauzWwfLTxKM37HNvUhpS6eHbtdKurssDvjlj6kwchhG9dLqUTvuV968y1q
0WOVQbpQipjLdEi+W8Lfcl9ebdjoIYyhtDMP9OlqaMs/5hGH7CPtziDg/Qc6WjMI3llB
+ogKvZWkYaxitiqqRJLhRY/VovtIczE2QldC9tEvCmQ+zrWCyT85Tc8TU9DSCEBf3qqm
nZw0hORPhtG/iy1OKExJBmU4dX0jUirLTrqUkmiiorYuLY3HpmMuYweEM+woekajgYhH
CywlUZC8YUUq1SJMqUpcnrNrT70InFQhsP/GM8MCyCfdZIIpYQqwwJz9jMahakTFFfsl
svAg==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.15.54.69 with SMTP id s45mr6347878eew.37.1384583344481; Fri,
15 Nov 2013 22:29:04 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.14.126.8 with HTTP; Fri, 15 Nov 2013 22:29:04 -0800 (PST)
Date: Sat, 16 Nov 2013 06:29:04 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1EPH6MzLGJSA8098s1ugRxArCQ5v-xCP_nngonyH=LWOQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
You obviously think you know who I am. But you truly do not. You
will not ever find a single scrap of paper with my name on it.
Attorney John Morgan, Klein, and some of your twitter friends have
claimed to know my name. They have even offered up several different
names of different people at different times that they claimed were
me. Yet you do not know me or anything about me. I have no social
media, FB or anything else (but this one twitter account I use). If
you google me, other people who share my name come up as it is a
common name. There are no photos of me online anywhere. Just because
other people may share my views on this issue does not mean that we
are all one person. Just like people speculate about the many sox
that this Bullyville guy uses to argue with himself, Cpt Obvious, or
others. -- And despite the tweets that people have directed to me,
I've never once had dick to say toBullyville or anything about what he
does. He is a nonentity to me.
I see your emails. You think you know who I am, and you're totally
wrong. I haven't lived in Texas in over eight years, and I have not
lived in the US for the past 2 1/2 yrs. My only connection to the
state is my daughter when she goes to SMU in Dallas recently and some
commercial property I own in Ft. Worth so I can still claim TX for
income tax purposes (TX has no state income tax. While my employer is
based overseas, I have to file US federal income tax and TX has no
state income tax.)
Nor, despite what you tweeted, do I send out death threats. I made
ONE simple observation to you in a private email not a tweet and that
was it, and it was in reference to that lunatic in Arizona who you
kept throwing rocks at. And you know that it is a true observation.
There are a LOT of crazy, violent people in this world who don't play
by your rules, Adam. You are a trust fund baby and you think the
world runs a certain way. Except a lot of people don't play by your
rules. They have their own rules, or they just ignore the rules and
don't give a shit. But even crazy people will react to what you say
or do to them. Like that Alec Baldwin stalker who just got 7 months
in Rikers. You think she gives a shit about cops or court orders or
going to jail? My bet is that as soon as she is released, she'll go
get a gun. You mark my words. And there are MILLIONS of people just
like her.
Your friend and hero at Bullyville has done far more for Hunter
Moore's cause then anyone else on the planet!
You have decided to link yourself to attorney John Morgan. Yet now we
see that he is being investigated by a Special Prosecutor for
aggravated perjury and witness tampering, along with Philip Klein.
http://setinvestigates.com/mdetail.asp?hn=setinvestigates&cs=&l=special-prosecutor-investigating-alleged-perjury-witness-intimidationby-a-p467-1.htm
I've not once claimed to be a "good person". Morgan and his revenge
porn crowd try to claim the moral high ground, yet they are just as
dirty as the Hunter Moore's of this world. But at least Hunter Moore
is honest about himself to others.
Lastly, I know you have been attempting to reach the head Admin for
MyEx.com to get him to comment about his $500 take down fee. I doubt
he'll respond. I think it is a despicable practice and I am very much
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against it. At the end of Texxxan.com it came to be that Hunter
Taylor tried to pull the same stunt. I spoke out against it when I
was asked about it on the TV shows. That shit isn't ever going to
come down. Once its on the interwebs, it is there forever. At least
be honest about it. My running a website that hosts nude pics of
girls is one thing. They took those pics of their own free choice and
I am not the one who hurt them or broke their heart. But lying and
stealing their money is something else entirely.

Cheers-James Smith

ps
On the subject of death threats, I personally think that Bullyville's
claim of death threats is BS. I wouldn't put it past him to have
posted it himself just to stir the pot. He uses so many soxs its hard
to tell. or someone could have posted it just to get him to involve
law enforcement. Anyone who were to get charged would be able to use
the criminal courts to issue subpoenas and such to Twitter to unmask
Cpt Obvious, Bullyville, you and the others who play that doxing game.
Either way I could careless.
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.194.48.16 with HTTP; Fri, 15 Nov 2013 22:33:27 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <CAHDNP1EPH6MzLGJSA8098s1ugRxArCQ5v-xCP_nngonyH=LWOQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EPH6MzLGJSA8098s1ugRxArCQ5v-xCP_nngonyH=LWOQ@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 15 Nov 2013 22:33:27 -0800
Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Message-ID: <CAJ8AECqxbASbZA1mov8E+S0npY=LyKzyLctAt+ZWf=+zKiVAQw@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
To: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=089e010d85b21b034904eb457ee1
--089e010d85b21b034904eb457ee1
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
"I see your emails."
What do you mean by this?
On Friday, November 15, 2013, James Smith wrote:
> You obviously think you know who I am. But you truly do not. You
> will not ever find a single scrap of paper with my name on it.
> Attorney John Morgan, Klein, and some of your twitter friends have
> claimed to know my name. They have even offered up several different
> names of different people at different times that they claimed were
> me. Yet you do not know me or anything about me. I have no social
> media, FB or anything else (but this one twitter account I use). If
> you google me, other people who share my name come up as it is a
> common name. There are no photos of me online anywhere. Just because
> other people may share my views on this issue does not mean that we
> are all one person. Just like people speculate about the many sox
> that this Bullyville guy uses to argue with himself, Cpt Obvious, or
> others. -- And despite the tweets that people have directed to me,
> I've never once had dick to say toBullyville or anything about what he
> does. He is a nonentity to me.
>
> I see your emails. You think you know who I am, and you're totally
> wrong. I haven't lived in Texas in over eight years, and I have not
> lived in the US for the past 2 1/2 yrs. My only connection to the
> state is my daughter when she goes to SMU in Dallas recently and some
> commercial property I own in Ft. Worth so I can still claim TX for
> income tax purposes (TX has no state income tax. While my employer is
> based overseas, I have to file US federal income tax and TX has no
> state income tax.)
>
> Nor, despite what you tweeted, do I send out death threats. I made
> ONE simple observation to you in a private email not a tweet and that
> was it, and it was in reference to that lunatic in Arizona who you
> kept throwing rocks at. And you know that it is a true observation.
> There are a LOT of crazy, violent people in this world who don't play
> by your rules, Adam. You are a trust fund baby and you think the
> world runs a certain way. Except a lot of people don't play by your
> rules. They have their own rules, or they just ignore the rules and
> don't give a shit. But even crazy people will react to what you say
> or do to them. Like that Alec Baldwin stalker who just got 7 months
> in Rikers. You think she gives a shit about cops or court orders or
> going to jail? My bet is that as soon as she is released, she'll go
> get a gun. You mark my words. And there are MILLIONS of people just
> like her.
>
> Your friend and hero at Bullyville has done far more for Hunter
> Moore's cause then anyone else on the planet!
>
> You have decided to link yourself to attorney John Morgan. Yet now we
> see that he is being investigated by a Special Prosecutor for
> aggravated perjury and witness tampering, along with Philip Klein.
>
> http://setinvestigates.com/mdetail.asp?hn=setinvestigates&cs=&l=special-prosecutor-investigating-alleged-perjury-witness-intimidationby-a-p467-1.htm
>
> I've not once claimed to be a "good person". Morgan and his revenge
> porn crowd try to claim the moral high ground, yet they are just as
> dirty as the Hunter Moore's of this world. But at least Hunter Moore
> is honest about himself to others.
>
> Lastly, I know you have been attempting to reach the head Admin for
> MyEx.com to get him to comment about his $500 take down fee. I doubt
> he'll respond. I think it is a despicable practice and I am very much
> against it. At the end of Texxxan.com it came to be that Hunter
> Taylor tried to pull the same stunt. I spoke out against it when I
> was asked about it on the TV shows. That shit isn't ever going to
> come down. Once its on the interwebs, it is there forever. At least
> be honest about it. My running a website that hosts nude pics of
> girls is one thing. They took those pics of their own free choice and
> I am not the one who hurt them or broke their heart. But lying and
> stealing their money is something else entirely.
>
>
>
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Delivered-To: adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com
Received: by 10.42.145.131 with SMTP id f3csp132751icv;
Tue, 26 Nov 2013 12:18:12 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.2.73 as permitted sender) client-ip=10.14.2.73
Authentication-Results: mr.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of james.smith871003@gmail.com designates 10.14.2.73 as permitted sender)
smtp.mail=james.smith871003@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com
X-Received: from mr.google.com ([10.14.2.73])
by 10.14.2.73 with SMTP id 49mr25569387eee.15.1385497090267 (num_hops = 1);
Tue, 26 Nov 2013 12:18:10 -0800 (PST)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
:content-type;
bh=fRqUo0J89yx+w0XzQvtjf44O9srwFsEkJ2Fv27HEUqQ=;
b=G1aziqeJhaTu7JZNu0e/Tjrcq70jpmSKWyz380RvRCZQMedIt2yhicYPQcuq9gbTwW
zoD5k+6xEaXx8+FWfOWRluOuHCSQHCqUJd5BJujaw0dviFgPpV/ftQVD3cet6LwVtVxc
SGoTSQIzwZsLrzoGVRcenPaaRrn941w8AiqIgUjvyF5qVlLwa4Chzw1R585SHhv3JIlB
/7Y3LEzG6zliqa+nNpCC/KvyXQzrDTheGOr2RvH6YPzSPd7tzbZQf3v3xxlWdGE3WAIm
BXFlyG1RuPvn7gPZr3ng8CS4KRr1ZNS6IrYbQ7NJyEjCYppNo1zQCRWtvcMvrwrQeFke
Ae7g==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.14.2.73 with SMTP id 49mr25569387eee.15.1385497090262; Tue,
26 Nov 2013 12:18:10 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.14.48.2 with HTTP; Tue, 26 Nov 2013 12:18:10 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To: <CAJ8AECqxbASbZA1mov8E+S0npY=LyKzyLctAt+ZWf=+zKiVAQw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHDNP1EPH6MzLGJSA8098s1ugRxArCQ5v-xCP_nngonyH=LWOQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJ8AECqxbASbZA1mov8E+S0npY=LyKzyLctAt+ZWf=+zKiVAQw@mail.gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2013 20:18:10 +0000
Message-ID: <CAHDNP1Hq_3QsEQ9QuW-aX0F2Egpt+=aMiBppXQS3h2b1MaLMnA@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re:
From: James Smith <james.smith871003@gmail.com>
To: Adam Steinbaugh <adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=047d7b66f835e70d4604ec1a2d66
--047d7b66f835e70d4604ec1a2d66
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Dear Sir,
I means EXACTLY what I said. Do you not understand plain English?
When you idiots dox the wrong person or post bogus information you lose ALL
credibility. I warned you of this several weeks ago, Adam. You have
absolutely no information to link that person to any type of involvement in
revenge porn or to link him to me. I read your emails. Thus, you failed.
I, on the other hand, have absolute proof positive that James McGibney and
his wife are behind the revenge porn sites Bullyville & Cheaterville. And
I have absolute proof that you are working with him and that other guy who
goes by the name Captain Obvious. So when you are squared off against
someone in a duel, and your first shot misses, that means the other guy
gets a free shot at you, right?
I happen to work for a large multi-national company overseas, as I
mentioned to you before. As such, my HR Dept. has access to the LexisNexis
Accurint LE Plus and ChoicePoint CLEAR databases so as to fulfill all of
our Govt contracts and regulatory requirements. So if I were to say look
up an Adam Steinbaugh or a James McGibney, I would have access to a whole
host of valuable personal, financial, and legal information. What kind of
car they drive, who they bank with, where they have lived at for the past
20 yrs. (and who with), credit reports, traffic and arrest info, property
transactions, civil cases, any kind of hunting, fishing or drivers
licenses, or trade licenses, and just pages and pages worth of stuff. But
not just on them, but on each of their family members, too! And the family
members of those family members.
Yeah, it would be a gross violation of my company's policy. But with
hundreds of such requests being made each and every day, I'm pretty sure it
could be done without notice. Especially if I'm totally cheating on my
wife by sleeping with a clerk in the HR Dept. who worships the ground I
walk upon.
And if that information on all those people found its way to a document
hosting site, well, that would be just too bad, wouldn't it? But then
again, you guys started this game first. So how would Mrs. McGibney feel
to find her personal details doxed or her family members doxed? Or Mr. &
Mrs. Steinbaugh? You think they all want to be involved in you guys' game
of doxing people and ordering twitter followers to "destroy their lives"
like Bullyville and Cpt Obvious always call for?
You fools doxed the wrong guy with no proof that he is the one involved in
revenge porn or that I am him. And, for the record, I am not him and he
has no involvement with me. But no one can doubt that you are involved
with it or that McGibney is or that you are involved with each other.
Its just after 10 pm here so I am going to get something to eat and take a
nap before I have to come back in and answer some emails and BS before the
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US offices close at 5 pm local.
But you think about that, Adam. You doxed the wrong guy and sooner or
later he is going to find out what you idiots did (assuming he googles
himself with any regularity) and he's gonna know who did it and he's gonna
come looking for answers. And you guys might not like it or how he goes
about it. There are a lot of crazy, irrational people in the world.

Cheers-James Smith

On Sat, Nov 16, 2013 at 6:33 AM, Adam Steinbaugh
<adam.steinbaugh@gmail.com>wrote:
> "I see your emails."
>
> What do you mean by this?
>
> On Friday, November 15, 2013, James Smith wrote:
>
>> You obviously think you know who I am. But you truly do not. You
>> will not ever find a single scrap of paper with my name on it.
>> Attorney John Morgan, Klein, and some of your twitter friends have
>> claimed to know my name. They have even offered up several different
>> names of different people at different times that they claimed were
>> me. Yet you do not know me or anything about me. I have no social
>> media, FB or anything else (but this one twitter account I use). If
>> you google me, other people who share my name come up as it is a
>> common name. There are no photos of me online anywhere. Just because
>> other people may share my views on this issue does not mean that we
>> are all one person. Just like people speculate about the many sox
>> that this Bullyville guy uses to argue with himself, Cpt Obvious, or
>> others. -- And despite the tweets that people have directed to me,
>> I've never once had dick to say toBullyville or anything about what he
>> does. He is a nonentity to me.
>>
>> I see your emails. You think you know who I am, and you're totally
>> wrong. I haven't lived in Texas in over eight years, and I have not
>> lived in the US for the past 2 1/2 yrs. My only connection to the
>> state is my daughter when she goes to SMU in Dallas recently and some
>> commercial property I own in Ft. Worth so I can still claim TX for
>> income tax purposes (TX has no state income tax. While my employer is
>> based overseas, I have to file US federal income tax and TX has no
>> state income tax.)
>>
>> Nor, despite what you tweeted, do I send out death threats. I made
>> ONE simple observation to you in a private email not a tweet and that
>> was it, and it was in reference to that lunatic in Arizona who you
>> kept throwing rocks at. And you know that it is a true observation.
>> There are a LOT of crazy, violent people in this world who don't play
>> by your rules, Adam. You are a trust fund baby and you think the
>> world runs a certain way. Except a lot of people don't play by your
>> rules. They have their own rules, or they just ignore the rules and
>> don't give a shit. But even crazy people will react to what you say
>> or do to them. Like that Alec Baldwin stalker who just got 7 months
>> in Rikers. You think she gives a shit about cops or court orders or
>> going to jail? My bet is that as soon as she is released, she'll go
>> get a gun. You mark my words. And there are MILLIONS of people just
>> like her.
>>
>> Your friend and hero at Bullyville has done far more for Hunter
>> Moore's cause then anyone else on the planet!
>>
>> You have decided to link yourself to attorney John Morgan. Yet now we
>> see that he is being investigated by a Special Prosecutor for
>> aggravated perjury and witness tampering, along with Philip Klein.
>>
>> http://setinvestigates.com/mdetail.asp?hn=setinvestigates&cs=&l=special-prosecutor-investigating-alleged-perjury-witnessintimidation-by-a-p467-1.htm
>>
>> I've not once claimed to be a "good person". Morgan and his revenge
>> porn crowd try to claim the moral high ground, yet they are just as
>> dirty as the Hunter Moore's of this world. But at least Hunter Moore
>> is honest about himself to others.
>>
>> Lastly, I know you have been attempting to reach the head Admin for
>> MyEx.com to get him to comment about his $500 take down fee. I doubt
>> he'll respond. I think it is a despicable practice and I am very much
>> against it. At the end of Texxxan.com it came to be that Hunter
>> Taylor tried to pull the same stunt. I spoke out against it when I
>> was asked about it on the TV shows. That shit isn't ever going to
>> come down. Once its on the interwebs, it is there forever. At least
>> be honest about it. My running a website that hosts nude pics of
>> girls is one thing. They took those pics of their own free choice and
>> I am not the one who hurt them or broke their heart. But lying and
>> stealing their money is something else entirely.
>>
>>
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